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Baseball strike ends ’94 season

By Jim Seimas

but the continuing player strike
leaves us no choice but to take
this action."
Players said they were willing
to continue talks and felt an
agreement by Sept. 26 would save
the postseason. But the issue of a
salary cap, which owners say
they need to control salaries that
now average nearly $1.2 million
per player, remains the sticking
point in the negotiations.

Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

The World Series will not be
played for the first time since
1904, said acting Baseball
Commissioner, Bud Selig, on
Wednesday. With his announcement, the remainder of the
strike-plagued season has also
come to a close.
"This is a sad day," Selig said.
"Nobody wanted this to happen,

SJSU baseball coach Sam
Piraro said, "Baseball survives
World War I, World War II, an
earthquake and it went on, and
now in 1994, no baseball.
"I’m flabbergasted and disappointed. I’m disappointed to
where, I don’t even care anymore. I’ll just watch football."
The season promised to be
one of the most intriguing seasons in years. Matt Williams of

San Francisco Giants was challenging home-run records and
the San Diego Padres’ Tony
Gwynn was chasing the elusive
.400 season batting average
mark.
"It hurts the fans and kids
who were going to see all those
games. I had some tickets to see
the Giants, but I’m a Dodger
fan," Domingo Alvarez, an SJSU
business major, said. "I could

care less (that the season has
ended). I really think there
should be a salary cap, because
the (players) can’t be getting all
rich from a sport."
No negotiating sessions were
scheduled between Union Head
Donald Fehr and owners’ representative Richard Ravitch. The
two sides have met three times
since the strike started, and not
at all in the final five days.

Twenty-six of the 28 clubs
agreed to shut down the season
in a vote, a management source
said. The Baltimore Orioles and
Cincinnati Reds did not sign the
resolution to end the season.
"It’s a big mess," SJSU advertising major Kevin Neach said.
"It’s a shame that this should
happen, something held in such
See Baseball, page 8

Counselor
convicted
of assault

Screening
for sound
Hearing tests free
By Shelley Spackman

By Michelle Maitre

Spartan Daily Stall Reporter

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Students who find themselves turning up that stereo a
bit too much, straining to hear
an instructor’s lesson, or Just
plain lost in everyday conversation, should look into SJSU’s
center for communication disorders.
The center offers free hearing
examinations to all SJSU students.
"We offer screenings as well
as complete exams," Dr. June
McCullough, one of four supervising audiologists at the
department, said.
Graduate audiologist students perform the tests under
the supervision of a department audiologist. It gives them
the chance to gain valuable
See Hearing, page 5
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Audiology student Erin Ginney, left, inserts plugs into administration student Jack Huang’s ears during an ear test Wednesday

Clinton’s Americorps will help pay for tuition
By Cindy Trotter
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

As a result of President
Clinton’s National Service
Initiative
Program,
titled
"Americorps," 20,000 new Jobs
have become available nationwide for young adults.
Americorps will provide
hands-on, community-based
service for adults ranging in
age from 17 to 23 years.
These young people will
work in their communities for
about a year tutoring young
children and helping with chil-

dren who want to go back to
school, said Margarita Huertas,
Mayor Hammer’s special assistant in education.
Americorps members come
from different ethnic backgrounds, classes and ages from
San Jose, Huertas said.
Members will work from
October to June side by side
with one another.
Some of the members are former gang members, troubled
teens and dropouts who are
trying to change their lives for
the better.

Members like Cisco Regalado, a former gang member,
will work with young people at
a school where rival gang members attend.
"I want to be an example to
young gang members," Regalado said.
The members will also work
In San Jose cleaning vacant
lots, growing vegetables and
studying the environment.
"It’s a win-win situation,"
Jenni Alexander, a member of
the Alpha Phi sorority at SJSU,
said.

Volunteers clean downtown

Alexander said it gives young
people the chance to attend
school and help their community at the same time.
The program started about
four
years
in
ago
Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and South Carolina where it
became very popular, Huertas
said.
David Friedland, an Amer’corps member, said helping
others was always stressed in
his family.
"It not only benefits you but it
benefits others." F’rieriland said

The members will earn minimum wage, free health care
and receive vouchers for $4700
for college tuition, vocational
schools or to pay off college
loans, Huertas said.
"I’m proud of these guys,
proud
of
what
they’ve
achieved, trying to achieve and
to
achieve,"
San
going
Francisco Giants’ manager
Dusty Baker said.
About 300 applicants from
the Bay Area turned in applicaSee Jobs, page 8

Historic leg

Local neighborhood bands together to improve their streets
By June Pratt
Spartan Daily Stall \tinter

Commuting students accelerating past the East San
district
business
Carlos
between 10th and 12th streets
are unlikely to see any newly
planted trees, but they are
bound to notice changes
soon.
Marianne Salas, chairperson of the East Campus
Commercial
Organization,
said some businesses are
already making changes. She
said it Is "inspiring" when
someone takes the Initiative,
because others begin to Join
In the effort.
The organization is a volunteer group of business owners

and neighbors, who are planning to lay new sidewalks,
landscape the area and install
new lampposts to beautify the
neighborhood and attract new
businesses.
But Lisa Hettler-Smith,
homeowner and graduate student at SJSU, said although
she patronizes the East San
Carlos stores, she thinks an
evaluation of the types of
businesses most successful
would be valuable because
the district is not very large.
"It would be a great project
for an urban design student,"
she said.
Before they can create a
"charming and Inviting neighborhood enclave," which

would extend the ambience
created by the San Carlos
landscaping project, Salas
said they must get approval of
their design to qualify for federal funding.
to
Hector
According
Guerra, development officer
for
the
Redevelopment
Agency of the City of San Jose,
fund raising and volunteers
are vital components for community groups competing for
federal funding.
In central San Jose, members of 25 neighborhood
the
as
groups,
known
Beautification and Barbecue
Corps, spend a few weekend
hours refreshing and restorSee Face lift, page 8
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Aika Shepard and the rest of her team members make history
by being the first cross country team at SJSU. See page 6 ...

A former SJSU counselor has been
convicted of sexually assaulting a
student he was counseling and has
been sentenced to 90 days in jail
and ordered to pay $1,100 in fines.
Teketel Mulugeta was convicted
on three counts of sexual exploitation in a jury trial on July 22. On
Aug. 12. he was sentenced in a Santa
Clara County Municipal Court by
the Honorable Leon P. Fox.
Mulugeta is out on bond while he
Is appealing the decision.
Deputy District Attorney Stuart
Scott who prosecuted the case said
it could take anywhere from six to
eight months before Mulugeta’s
appeal appears in court, but Scott is
confident the conviction will be sustained and Mulugeta will serve his
sentence.
"What he did was really bad,"
Scott said. "He was in a fiduciary
position and he exploited that and
took advantage of someone who
was vulnerable. That’s a terrible
crime."
Attempts to reach Mulugeta’s
attorney, Susan E. Swanberg, were
unsuccessful. The phone number
on file with the State Bar
Association in San Francisco was
disconnected and, according to a
receptionist at the multi-office complex listed as her address, she has
not leased an office there since
January.
Mulugeta himself was also
unavailable for comment, but his
wife, Simi, said, "It (the case ) is in
appeal and we’ve been told by our
attorney not to talk about it. We’re
(going to) fight it."
Scott said Mulugeta was originally
charged with three additional
counts of sexual battery. but those
charges were dismissed because of
a hung jury.
Mulugeta, who is married and
has a young daughter, also has to
pay $600 in restitution fees to his
victim. The money is to help her
pay for medical fees she incurred
during subsequent counseling sessions to help her deal with the trauma caused by Mulugeta’s assault.
Scott said Mulugeta’s motion to
appeal will not affect his repayment
to the victim.
Mulugeta will also have to pay
more than $500 in miscellaneous
legal fees, Scott said.
Mulugeta was arrested April 23,
1993 in his Administration building
office after a 22-year-old SJSU student complained he had fondled her
during an April 22 counseling session, according to UPD records.
According to published newspaper reports, Mulugeta had worked
at SJSU’s counseling center for three
years before the Incident occurred.
See Assault, page 8
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Editorial

Prop. 187 borders on extreme
In this November’s elections
citizens will be asked to think
about some very important
issues. Proposition 187, the
Save Our State (SOS) initiative,
needs more thought.
Proposed by Assemblyman
(RMountjoy
Richard
Monrovia), the measure seeks
to deny public education and
government -funded health services to undocumented persons
and requires health officials to
report people they suspect are
illegal to federal authorities.
The intent of the measure is
good.
California officials are trying
to show the White House that
the state is tired of the federal
government’s lack of responsibility on the immigration issue.
They want something done
now.
In its present form, SOS is
unconstitutional under the
Equal Protection Clause of the
14th Amendment. The initiative’s proponents are hoping to
change that.
They want to stimulate the

Supreme Court to overturn its
1982 decision in the Plyler vs.
Doe case.
In that case the Court decided that Texas schools could not
deny "undocumented schoolage children the free public
education that it provides to
children who are citizens of the
U.S. or legally admitted aliens."
San Jose Police Chief Lou
Cobarruviaz and the District
Attorney of Santa Clara County
agree that if the law changes, it
will cause law enforcement
problems.
By not letting children in the
classrooms, there will be more
uneducated youths walking
around with nothing productive
to do. With no job or education
opportunities, this can lead to a
life of crime.
This will also cause a problem for local governments.
Public service agents are not
going to deny service to a person hit by a car or a woman giving birth just because they can’t
prove they are illegal. It is the
job of hospitals and clinics to

Its %)iim

keep people alive, not worry
about where they are from.
SOS will not allow illegal
aliens to utilize even basic
health services. This puts
everyone’s health in jeapordy.
Who is going to check on the
hospitals and schools to make
sure they are not admitting
"illegal" people into their buildings?
How many times are the
police going to wrongly arrest
someone
deport
and/or
because they don’t speak
English and can’t prove they
are legal? Think of the lawsuits.
The main problem is not with
the undocumented people who
are already in California. The
issue is at the border.
If all these "illegal" people are
draining our resources, then
something must be done at the
root of the problem, not
retroactively.
Vote "no" on the Proposition
187; it’s not the kind of help we
need.

vt).0
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Nature gives youth
a second chance
A Washington State judge recently banished
two of their I7-year-old members to the wilds of
Alaska. granting the wish of the elder members of
the Tlingit tribe of Alaska. The crime was beating
and robbing a pizza delivery man.
If only our legal system was similar to theirs,
perhaps juvenile crime wouldn’t be on the rise.
Banishing the teens to the wilds might seem a
harsh sentence, but the beneficial effects might
be surprising. Forced to use their wits to survive,
they’ll find out that they’re capable of doing
things they never imagined.
Most importantly they will get a sense of selfconfidence and self-respect, something most
teenagers in trouble don’t seem to have much of.
To the credit of many juvenile detention centers in the San Jose area, a great attempt is made
to reform teens and teach them practical skills.
But in many cases, especially for those of first
time offenders, the teens are juggled around in
the courts and juvenile detention centers before
being released back into the same crummy environment they came from. Then they are expected to "behave."
My cousin is an example. He was adopted by

Stacey Hewitt
staff nportrr

my uncle after abandoned by his mother. He was
always rebellious and had difficulties in school,
mostly because of learning disabilities.
He was kicked out of two schools and placed in
juvenile detention centers.
Unfortunately, he didn’t learn much in the centers. He met other kids who got into similar troubles and some who did much worse. They were
kept under strict surveillance and punished for
misbehavior. Most came out the way they came
in: with no self-respect.
My cousin spent a summer with my family and
I in Montana out in the country. He learned how
to fish and camp and do things he had never
done before.
We saw his self-esteem rise and a wonderful
person emerge. Although he wasn’t turned into
an instant angel, at least he gained some selfrespect, respect that he seemed to take home
with him to Oakland.
Instead of throwing juvenile offenders into
detention centers, perhaps we should try a different approach-like throwing them into the arms
of Mother Nature.

Letters to the Editor

Most women do not thrive on abuse

Drop outs end up
in self-made prison
Five years ago, I was forced into a decision I
had fought against for a long time. But years of
denial finally caught up with me. I knew I needed
a college education.
When I graduated from high school in 1969,
people, especially women, could still get by with
a high school diploma. College was a nicety, not
a necessity.
But by the 1980s, technology and global competition had changed that.
In 1989, the Silicon Valley electronics company
I had worked at for 18 years stood my safe,
secure world on its head.
The company redefined the qualifications necessary for many of its professional positions.
People without degrees had to requaiify for jobs
they already held by completing a certain number of job-related semester units of college work.
I was in this group.
I started taking the required classes but soon
began to realize that even if I requalified for my
job, there was no guarantee the company wouldn’t require more college or a degree in the future.
So for the next nine months, I analyzed and
reanalyzed my options.
One option was to stay with the company, of
course. But I would have been trapped in my job.
I
I couldn’t have moved upward or laterally
would have lost out to someone with a degree.

Dear Editor
It’s
unfortunate
that
Heather’s (Daily column, Sept.
13) "ever-dysfunctional" relationships both past and present
have lead her to the ignorant
and over-generalized conclusion that "most women" want
d:,d thrive on abuse.
In reality, most women like
nyself, who are intelligent,
independent, and who do not

lack self-respect, DO NOT find
ourselves in "her" category.
Most of us do want a "nice
guy." We want to be with someone who will respect and care
about us.
It’s sad to see that today, with
all the advances women have
made in society, there are still
individuals like Heather who do
"thrive on abuse," who want a
"jerk who will disappear in the

morning, and who "will do anything to keep a man."
her
lack
of
Perhaps,
self-esteem has lead her to
these unfulfilling relationships.
It’s not too late. She can still get
help. Better luck in your future
relationships.
Eva Humphrey
Junior
Social Science Major

Scheller House one of many up for destruction
Dear Editor.
I talked to Jim in Building and Grounds regarding the Scheller House. He holds little hope for
non-destruction.
I think the Spartan Daily should keep track of
the exact date of scheduled demolition and do a
day by day countdown.
After all this time and effort and possible constructive solutions to have the house destroyed

is infamous. This is only the first of four build
ings to be destroyed to build an unnecessary
new science building.
The Alumni House, UPD and football house
also have to come down. Something should be
done.
J. Martin Nysted
SJSU Alumnus

Forum Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editor

staff trportrs

A second option was to find a job with another
company. That would have meant starting at the
bottom and working my way up again. Without a
degree, advancement would have been slow and
difficult.
Another option was to start my own business
with my savings and some help from the bank.
But if the business failed, I would have lost my
money and then had nothing to fall back on.
No matter what road of reasoning I went down,
I kept coming to the same inevitable conclusion:
I could no longer get by without a college education.
It’s not easy to give up a $50,000 a year job,
even if it is a dead end. But the limits I put on
myself and my mobility by not getting a degree
began to make me feel like I was in a self-made
prison. I had to escape.
On June 19, 1989, I made the only logical decision I couldand here I am. And even when I
have a really bad day at school. I know I made the
right choice.
For anyone out there who’s thinking of quitting
school, please consider what happened to me
first.
Don’t limit yourself and your future by dropping out. Do whatever you need to academically and financially to finish college. You
won’t regret it.

Opinion page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a
to promote
daily forum
a "marketplace of ideas."
Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students,
staff, faculty and others who are
interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for
the Opinion page must be in
the Letters to the Editor’s box
in the Spartan Daily newsroom,
Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or left at
the information booth in the
Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed
to the Opinion Editor, the
Spartan Daily, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington

Square, San Jose, CA 95192.
Fax articles to (408) 924-3237.
Articles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Contributions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5-inch disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always bring a
printout of your submission.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and will be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to nonDaily staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500
word essays on current campus, political or personal
Issues. Submissions should be

well researched.
IN Letters to the Editor: Up to
200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If
they are longer, they may be
edited for length from the bottom up.
Other articles appearing on
this page are:
Reporter’s or Editor’s Forum:
Opinion pieces written by
staff writers or editors do not
necessarily reflect the views of
a majority of the staff members
of the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism
and Mass
Communications or SJSU. Staff
Editorials: These are unsigned
opinion pieces that express the
majority opinion of the editorial
board of the Spartan Daily.
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Clinton still firm on Haiti

SISU’S WEEKLY CALENDAR

Heavy opposition from public, both parties, fails to soften resolve

Mend Strati Soddy_
Arab Student aub
Elections, llam-lpm,
Almaden Room.

SU

Campus Crusade for Christ
Meeting, 8pm, SU Alinaden
Room. Call Al, 275.651&

Chicano/Latino
Support Gnaw
Noon-1:30pm,
20ria1

fri

Thursday, Se ember IS, 1994

ADM
Brenda, 9245910.
hi

Meeting Important Medical
School Information, .5:30pm,
UK 505, Call Vincent, 2262219.

Condom Co-op
Open for business,

95 MWE
10:30am5prn 1Th, HB 209. Call
Patridc, 9246143.

a:4

Eimites/Oren Forum :5,5M_, 3u
Padieco Room. Call Gina,
251-3804.

The LI:tenting Hour
Russian Piano Music Recital,
12304:15pro, MB Concert Hall.,
Call 9244E31.

=student

Meeting, 1:30pm, DH 345, Call
Anthony, 9781601.
SJS Greens
Slide Show llnrt Ascent of El
Cap", lmn, SU Ballroom.
293-9561.

School of Art & Design
Student Galleries Art Shows,.
10am-4pin, ART and ND Bidet’
Call Marla, 9244330.

Delta Lambda Phi

Rush 1313(1, 430-730pm,
Campus Barbecue Pit. Call
Andrew 4466203.

Delta Sigma Theta

Social, 730pm, SU Music
Listening Room Call Ftoethea,
2804941.

Disabled Students
Assodation

Gmeral Meeting Noon-1pm,
SU
Guadalupe
Room.
Call Irene, (510)846-4902.

Gm’. zsbian & Bisexual
Student Alliance
Coffee Talk, 2-3:30pm, SU
Guadalupe Room. Call Hyde,
2362002.

Mountaineers of SJSU

Meeting, 5pm, SU Almaden
Room. Call 275-0681.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Speaker Meeting "Christianity &
Catholics",
2:30-5pm,
SU
Guadalupe Room. Call Joe,
2889529.

Model United Nations
Meeting, covered by Ch. 54,
1130am-130pm, SU GitartAlupe
Room. Call 947-1236.
Muslim Student Assodation
Prayer, 1-130pm, SU Costanoan
Room. Call Ariz, (510) 785.9169.

San Jose State Folk Dance
Qub

Dance Claw Anastasia Moskova
Teaching Bulgarian (Beginners
welcome, no partner needed),
8-10:30pm, SPX 89. Call Mildred,
2991302 or Ed, 2876369.

Cal State Northridge
offering full schedule
despite quake damage
California
Associated Press
State University, Northridge is
offering a full schedule of classes
on campus this fall despite
damage from the earthquake that
devastated the school and
surrounding area.
But work on the campus is far
university
complete,
from
President Blenda Wilson told a
committee of CSU board of
trustees on Tuesday.
"It continues to be an
encouraging story, but we know
as we go a long that it’s a long
tory, so you’ll probably have
more than one of these reports,"
she said.
Wilson told the board’s
Campus, Planning and Grounds
Committee that the university
has received $86 million for
Federal
the
from
repairs
Emergency Management Agency
so far, with a request for another
$9 million pending.
The magnitude 6.7 quake,
which struck on Jan. 17, caused

$350 million in damage. Some
courses were canceled and many
students were forced to attend
classes during the spring s
emester in makeshift classrooms.
In an earlier presentation, Bank
of America’s chief economist told
another board committee that
California must alter its tax
"structure and invest more
money in school and roads
before the state can return to the
golden days of the 1950s and
1960s.
John Wilson, who also is an
executive vice president at the
bank, outlined a report by the
Business-Higher
California
Education Forum, an independent committee of education and
business leaders.
looked
at
The
group
system,
tax
California’s
relations
infrastructure and
between Sacramento and local
governments in a search for solutions to the state’s economic
problems.

Jails choke on three strikes
Tough
Associated Press
new sentencing rules that put
crooks with "three strikes"
against them away for life may
swell the state prison population and crowd the courts past
the breaking point, Los Angeles
county officials warned
The first laws, which went
into effect about six months
ago, require judges to deliver
lengthy prison terms to criminals convicted of a third felony.
District Attorney Gil Garcetti
of
Board
the
warned
Supervisors that the laws will
fill the courts and jails with
career criminals facing costly
trials and long sentences.
"What has happened is the
law is acting as a dam. The
cases have backed up and
frankly the dam’s ready to
burst, and I’m not sure when or
how," Garcetti said Tuesday.
1,000 defendants
Nearly
await trial for third felony
offenses and Garcetti said at
least 900 will want a Jury trial.
He said he believes that by next
year the demand for felony jury

trials will increase by 144
percent.
"It’s an awesome number
of jury trials that my office
will have to handle and the
have
to
will
system
accommodate. No one is going
to come to our rescue.
We’ll have to handle it on our
own," Garcetti said.
He said long-term relief
would come only if legislators
redefine the scope of the
laws. He said at least 70 percent
of third strike defendants
face charges for nonviolent
crimes.
"There was a stampede In
Sacramento for this ’three
strikes’ law, but no one was
willing to stand up and say
that there are some serious
policy issues with the ’three
legislation,"
said
strikes’
Supervisor Ed Edelman.
Some supervisors said they
could understand the public’s
support of tougher sentencing
laws, but didn’t think their
constituents know what the
laws cost to enforce.

WASHINGTON
(AP)
President Clinton declared
Wednesday the United States
has "exhausted every available
alternative" short of military
invasion
to oust
Haiti’s
military rulers. "They’re going
to leave one way or the other,"
he warned, even as American
warships sailed toward Haiti.
Sounding
angry
and
determined, Clinton said there
was still time for the military
leaders to leave on their own.
"They do not have to push this
to a confrontation," he said in
an
interview
with
The
Associated Press and other
news agencies.
However, he underscored
American resolve to restore
democracy
to
the
impoverished country. "The
United States must not be in a
position to walk away from a
situation like this in our own
back yard," Clinton said.
Clinton’s warnings came on
the eve of an Oval Office
address to build support for
his policy, heavily opposed in
Congress by Republicans and
Democrats alike. Polls show an
overwhelming majority of
Americans also are opposed to
an invasion.
"I am concerned about that
and I am sorry that the polls
are the way they are," Clinton
said. Nevertheless, he said, "I
believe it is the right thing to
do. ... It is very important for
us to resolve this matter."
"I am very angry," he said,
that Haiti’s military reneged on
a promise to leave voluntarily
and persisted in what he said
were widespread human rights
abuses.
Sifting
through
graphic
pictures of blood -spattered victims, Clinton blamed the military for the deaths of orphans,
church people and others and
accused them of using rape
as a political weapon.
He declined to say whether

Domestic
partners
passes
in South
CARRBORO, N.C. (AP)
Carrboro became the first
city in the state to approve
the registration of unmarried homosexual and heterosexual couples as domestic
partners following a unanimous vote by the town
council.
The ordinance instructs
the town clerk to accept and
record statements of domestic partnership by unmarried Carrboro residents. The
unions will be recognized as
similar to marriages.
Michael Nelson, a gay
alderman who introduced
the registration idea, called
the measure a step toward
reforming a legal system
that treats couples as "total
strangers" if they aren’t married.
"I believe this is a fundamental civil rights issue," he
said. "It’s an issue of fairness."
At a public hearing last
week, many town residents
said the ordinance would
break state laws against
adultery and fornication, as
well as God’s laws.
Carrboro officials received
a last-minute flurry of mail
from churches and residents
opposed to Nelson’s ordinance. But few of those who
spoke against the ordinance
last week attended Tuesday
night’s meeting, when two
were
each
measures
approved 7-0.
will
action
Another
require elected officials to
file disclosure statements
for their partners, as is done
now with married couples

he would set a firm deadline by
which the military rulers must
leave. "I’ll have more to say
about that tomorrow night," he
said. "But I don’t want to talk
about any specific date.
"All I can tell you is that the
time is at hand."
"It seems to me that we have
literally
exhausted
every
available alternative and the
time has come for those
people to get out of there,"
Clinton said.
As Clinton spoke, two
American aircraft carriers,
the USS Eisenhower and

’I am sorry that
the polls are the
way they are ...
(but) ... I believe it
is the right thing
to do.’
President Clinton

USS America, were steaming
toward
Haiti
carrying
thousands of comkiat forces.
Defense Secretary William
Perry said U.S. forces were
nearly in place for an invasion.
The carriers could be off the
coast of Haiti by the time of
Clinton’s 9 p.m. EDT Thursday
speech if they travel at full
speed, Pentagon officials said.
But important preparations
were still under way.
The Pentagon will ask for
volunteers from the reserve
forces in preparation for action
in Haiti, a Pentagon official
said. The official, speaking on
condition of anonymity. said
several hundred people would
be needed to bolster the active
duty force in specific areas

JOHN TURTURRO

such as civil affairs, military
police,
logistic
and
transportation units.
Calls
spread
through
Congress for the president not
to invade, or at the least, to let
Congress vote first on the
issue.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., who,
as chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee
receives classified briefings
from top military officials,
called an invasion a "virtual
certainty."
Nunn urged Clinton to
present Haiti’s military Junta
with an ultimatum setting a
deadline for its members to
leave voluntarily. In return the
United
Nations
would
supervise free elections before
the end of the year and
President
Jean-Bertrand
Aristide would return to Haiti
only after those elections.
"I know this is not a perfect
solution, but neither is a
full-scale U.S.-led military
invasion,"
Nunn
said.
"There are all sorts of problems with that option which we
seem to be heading for, not military problems, not problems
in the very beginning but problems once we’re there."
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, said
there’s
no
emergency
warranting such a drastic step
as invasion.
"It has to pass the Dover
test," Glenn said, referring to
the military air base in
Delaware where the bodies of
slain servicemen are returned.
"When the flag-draped coffins
come back, will the American
people support it?" He said he
doubted they would.
Republican
House
and
Senate leaders sent Clinton a
prior
that
letter
saying
congressional approval "may
not
be
legally
or
constitutionally
required"
before an invasion, but would
"greatly
strengthen
your

ROB MORROW

policy" and the likelihood of
achieving its goals.
Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., said Clinton faces
an impossible task in trying to
change Americans’ opposition.
"I don’t think he can make
his case," Dole said. However,
he said he was certain Clinton
would use force, if not this
week, then next.
"The president feels, I guess,
once we’re there the American
people will rally around the
troops, which is true," Dole
said. "We’re going to support
the troops if there’s an
invasion. But we certainly
don’t support the policy."
The president said a final
decision to use force had not
been made. He said that was up
to Haiti’s de facto leaders and
whether
they
leave
voluntarily.
Warming
up
for
his
prime-time address, Clinton
listed three reasons for forcing
out the military leaders.
He said Haiti’s dictators were
the "most brutal, most violent
regime anywhere in our
hemisphere," responsible for
3,000 political murders since
they took power in 1991.
Moreover, Clinton said that
unless the military rulers leave,
there will be another massive
outpouring of Haitian refugees,
beyond the 14,000 already
housed at the U.S. naval base
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
Third, Clinton said the
United States has a big stake
In seeing democracy succeed
in the hemisphere. He said
other leaders in the region
have told him "democracy is
not a done deal all over this
region" and that if the military
rule persists in Haiti "then
democracy elsewhere will be
more fragile."
He said Haiti gives a
demonstration of the reliability
of the United States and the
United Nations to the world.

RALPH FIENNES

Fifty million people watched,
but no one saw a thing.
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Choraliers win fifth
international award
By Tina Casalino
Spartan Daily Stall Nine,

After competing at the
International Choir Festival in
Tallinn, Estonia this summer,
the San Jose State University
Choraliers won the grand prize.
The choir competed against
32 other choirs from around
the country and also won top
honors in the Chamber Choir
Division and for performing a
required song. Winning this
competition marks the fifth
international victory for the
SJSU Choraliers.
The chamber choir is directed by Dr. Charlene Archibeque,
a choral conductor and professor at SJSU, where she has
taught for the past 25 years.
She has won numerous awards
including
the
President’s
Scholar Award at SJSU in 1993.
Her choir this year is a diverse
group of both music and nonmusic majors.
After arriving back in the
United States from their three
week European tour, the

choraliers were informed that national convention. They will
they would be performing at perform two concerts, one at
the
upcoming
National the Constitution Hall and the
Convention of the American second at the Kennedy Center
Choral Directors’ Association for
Performing
Arts
in
in March 1995 for President Washington, D.C.
Lori Decter, an SJSU voice
Clinton. SJSU’s
major,
cornChoraliers have
the honor of
pared winning
the grand prize
being one of five ’We’re very
university choirs pleased that they in Estonia and
performing and
the upcoming
national conthe only univer- (the judges)
vention center
sity choir from recognized the
to
concert
the
Western
quality of our
being in the
Division.
Olympics.
"We’re
very choir. It’s a big
"This is the
pleased
that
highest honor
they (the judges) honor’
for any choir,"
recognized the
Dr. Charlene Archibeque
quality of our
conductor and professor Decter said.
She has
choir. We get to
perform in front of 4,000 choral been a member of the
directors. It’s a big honor," choraliers for two years and
Archibeque said.
thinks the group is great.
Only 15 choirs were selected
For those interested in findout of 284 audition tapes sent ing out more information,
in for consideration.
please call 924-4322.
The choraliers will perform a
25-minute set, the maximum
time allowed for choirs at the

RIGHT Showing
her students proper
vocal technique,
San Jose State
Choraliers’ conductor Dr. Charlene
Archibeque sings
during choir practice Tuesday afternoon. This year
marks Archibeque’s
25th anniversary at
San Jose State.

PHOTOS BY
JEANETTE HANNA

Altos Lucy Strauli, top, and Carmen Geronimo share a funny moment during Choraliers’ practice Tuesday ’
in the Music Building. Their next performance will be on Oct. 14 at St Christopher Catholic Church.

Fire inspires Native American poet
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
The creases carved in the
unshaven face of John Trudell
and the sadness emanating
from his dark, penetrating eyes
tell the story: Time will never
heal his wounds.
It was 15 years ago that the
Santee Sioux and then-national
radical
of
the
chairman
American Indian Movement was
in Washington, D.C., burning a
United States flag in front of the
FBI building.
Some 12 hours later, a fire of
what he calls "suspicious origins" erupted at his home on a
Nevada reservation, killing his
wife, Tina, three young daughters and Tina’s mother.
The blaze officially was ruled
an accident, but Trudell
believes it was "an act of war"
executed by the U.S. government against American Indians
and a pay back for Trudell’s
decade of activism.
"There are no words to
explain (my feelings). I’ve tried
many times but those words
just don’t exist," Trudell said,
pausing for a moment as he sips
coffee at a table outside a cafe
in this seaside city.
I knew how Jesus felt
"
when they nailed him on the
cross."
After the fire, Trudell slipped
into a self-imposed exile and
began writing poetry to deal
with the tragedy.
"I started writing as a result
of that (fire). In my realities it
was the parting gift from Tina.
So when she gave me that, I
hung on to that because I didn’t
have a lot of things to hang on
to. Trudell recalled.
He now has two compact
discs and a self -released cassette to his credit in which his
deep, resonant voice recites
poetry against a musical backusually a bluesy rock
ground
written by others.
beat
His latest CD (released by

Rykodisc) is "Johnny Damas
and Me," with singer-activist
Jackson Browne as executive
producer and on one track, as
guest singer.
Like Browne, the album’s
tracks are socially conscious,
with themes running the gamut
from anti-establishment, anticapitalism and pro-feminism to

’There are no
words to explain
(my feelings). I’ve
tried many times
but those words
just don’t exist.’
John Trudell
Natim, American port

softer subjects of friendship
and love.
It opens with the blistering
"Rant and Roll," which springs
from Trudell’s disenchantment
with the political world he confronted during his years of
activism.
"Rant and roll. Heartspeak
from the spirit. Say it loud so
everyone can hear it. Say what
you mean, mean what you say.
Rant and roll when you feel that
way," goes Trudell’s recitation.
"I don’t think politics allows
us to speak the truth," Trudell
said in an interview. "Because
in order to maintain some semblance or pretense of unity or
pretense of getting along, people have to suppress their realities."
The album also includes a few
readings which reveal Trudell’s
emotional state as he continues
to deal with the loss of his family.
From "After All These Years":
"All these years inside my
head. I dance the dance of sorrows heart. And little memories
are precious jewels. Reminding
me of where and when.

Laughter wasn’t a shadow and
the shadow wasn’t this cold."
"It’s all therapy for me,"
Trudell says. "I don’t trust anyone enough to go sit in a psychiatrist’s office and let them go
through my brain. Yet I’ve got to
rant."
Although his albums have
garnered critical praise (Bob
Dylan called his self-released
tape "AKA Grafitti Man" "the
best album of 1986"), they have
failed to muster commercial
success, prompting Trudell to
wonder if he’s really been
accepted by the music industry.
"I’m not sure because at
times I hear a lot of positive
feedback but nobody will put
me on their stage," he said. "I
just know that some people like
it and some people don’t, some
people get it and some people
don’t. So I don’t really concern
myself. I do it because I have
to."
Trudell remains mysterious
about the details of his life,
which began in Omaha, Neb., 48
years ago. He lives "somewhere
in Los Angeles," has "some children," but never remarried.
He has managed to dabble in
other entertainment forms
aside from music. He played a
character similar to himself in
the 1992 film "Thunderheart"
and was featured in "Incident at
Ogala," the documentary about
fellow AIM activist Leonard
Peltier, who was convicted of
the 1975 murder of two FBI
agents.
Although he has withdrawn
from activism, he still hopes his
messages reach at least some
people.
"This society, they refuse to
recognize who we are. We’re not
Indians Indians live in India.
And we’re not Native Americans
Native Americans are anyone
born in the United States of
America. We’re The People.
We’ve always called ourselves
The People," he said.
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Good behavior
earns Bobbin
early release
LAS VEGAS (AP)
John
Wayne Bobbitt has been
released three days early from
the Clark County Detention
Center, his 15-day sentence cut
short because of good behavior. But his problems aren’t
over.
Bobbitt was convicted Aug.
31 of misdemeanor domestic
battery in a fight with his former fiancee, Kristina Elliott. He
was accused of beating Elliott,
21, on July 2 following a night
of drinking.
He faces another trial Sept.
26 in Las Vegas Municipal Court
on the same charge, against the
same victim.
In that case, he is accused of
striking Elliott, a former topless
dancer, at her apartment May
6.
Bobbitt received a 60-day
sentence in the July incident,
with 45 days suspended. He
will remain on informal probation for six months.
He was released from jail
Monday.
Justice of the Peace Bill
Jansen ordered that Bobbitt
undergo impulse control counseling and attend weekly
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, saying many of his
problems were alcohol-related.
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Hearing:

free exams
From page I
experience, while students get
free examinations.
Students are initially examined during a I5-minute screening, where it is determined if
they have hearing loss or damage.
if loss or damage is detected, then the student is
rescheduled for a complete
exam, which usually lasts
about an hour," McCullough
said.
Complete exams consist of a
pure-tone audiogram, a speech
discrimination test and a tympanogram.
Pure-tone audiograms measure the softest pitches a person is capable of hearing.
Speech discrimination testing involves a patient listening
to words at a comfortable volume then repeating them. The
process helps to determine if
there is any distortion in a
JEANETTE HANNASPARTAN Dokii
patient’s hearing.
Larry Mazzeo, left, watches over audiology graduate student
Huang. Test results show that Huang has trouble hearing high freA tympanogram measures to Patrick Harvey, right, as he runs hearing tests on freshman Jack
quencies and would benefit from a hearing aid
see how the eardrum and the
bones behind it are moving.
Association, annual hearing screenings
According to Yeung, the average
SJSU’s center for communication
"Complete exams help to determine if are necessary.
costs of hearing exams can range from disorders is located in Sweeney Hall,
there is a loss, how much of a loss
"Everyone should have annual $125 to $170 and are usually covered by room 115. Exams are conducted by
exists, what could have caused the loss screenings," Yeung said. "However, indi- insurance.
appointment every Tuesday, Wedand how to manage the loss," viduals who notice hearing loss, or
"We’d like to see more students come nesday and Thursday between 9 a.m.
McCollough said.
begin having trouble deciphering and in for screenings. It’s free, convenient and noon.
According to audiologist Hannah understanding words should have a and relatively painless," McCullough
Appointments can be made by calling
Yeung of the Golden State Audiology complete hearing exam immediately."
said.
924-3688.

Proposition 187 favored
Associated
Press
A
California ballot measure that
would deny schooling, health
care and other services to
illegal immigrants has overwhelming
voter
support,
adebttlIng to a poll published
today.
Proposition 187 is favored by
62 percent of those likely to
vote in the November election
while only 29 percent oppose it,
according to the Los Angeles
Times Poll.
Registered voters favor the
proposition by nearly the same
margin.
The survey found support for
the measure crossed demographic lines, winning wide
from
both
acceptance
Democrats and Republicans,
conservatives and liberals, and
voters of all ages, sexes,
incomes and educational levels.
Proposition 187 would cut off
welfare and medical benefits to
illegal aliens and kick undocumented children out of public
schools. The school provision
likely would spark a court fight
because a 1982 U.S. Supreme
Court decision declared that
undocumented children are
entitled to public education.

Critics
say
187
is
anti -Hispanic because that
group comprises the majority of
illegal aliens in California.
Mexico also has condemned the
proposition and said it will work
to defeat It.
But the poll found even
Hispanic voters favored the
measure by 52 percent to 42
percent.
Immigration
The
U.S.
and Naturalization Service
estimated in 1992 that there
were 786,000 Mexicans illegally
in California. Gov. Pete Wilson
claims they cost the state $3
billion in services each year
a figure challenged by other
and
initiative
studies
supporters blame them in part
for the state’s prolonged
recession.
Among registered voters, 90
percent felt illegal immigration
was a problem, the poll found.
Asked why they would vote
for proposition 187, 34 percent
of those surveyed checked the
answer "We’ve got to do
something about illegal immigration."
The nebulous nature of that
response shows the support
isn’t based on details of the bal-

lot measure, said Poll Director
John Brennan.
the
pro-187
"Much
of
momentum seems founded on
sheer frustration rather than on
specifics," Brennan said. "I’s as
if some people are saying: ’Do
something, anything, no matter
what it is."
On another controversial
measure, the poll found likely
voters support Proposition 184
by 59 percent to 29 percent.
The so-called "three strikes"
initiative
mirrors
state
legislation that took effect this
year that calls for prison
sentences of 25 years to life for
third-time felony offenders.
Voters apparently don’t know
enough about two other
propositions to form opinions.
Proposition 186 calls for a
state-run health system, and
Proposition 188, a measure
backed by the tobacco industry,
would
establish
statewide
smoking restrictions which
could override stricter local
ones.
The poll of 1,502 adults
registered
including
1,165
voters and 721 likely voters
was conducted from Sept. 8
through Sunday.

Heavy Hispanic dropout rate linked
to nationwide language barrier
More
WASHINGTON (AP)
than one-quarter of Hispanic
students leave high school
early, and their problems with
English likely contribute to a
dropout rate nearly three times
the national rate, the Education
Department says.
In its annual look at students
who fail to complete high
school, the department said
Tuesday that 3.4 million people
11 percent of
aged 16 to 24
were
that population group
high school dropouts.
Last year alone, 381,000 students ages 15 to 24 dropped out
of school.
The department found that
dropout rates were highest
among students who were poor,
black, Hispanic or lived In the
South or West.
the
Hispanics,
Among
dropout rate was 27.5 percent
last year.
More than 83 percent of
Hispanic students who speak
Spanish at home and don’t
speak English at all dropped out
of school. For those who don’t
speak English well, the dropout
Pr

rate was 61.8 percent, the
department said, using 1992
statistics.
In an encouraging note, the
department said the high
school completion rate among
black students rose from 74
percent In 1972 to nearly 84
percent in 1993. Among whites,
the graduation rate rose from 85
percent to 90 percent over the
same period. For all students,
the rate was 86 percent.
The overall dropout rate was
unchanged from 1992, but down
from the 1970s, when it ranged
from 14 percent to 14.5 percent.
"Many dropouts say they left
school because they were
failing or just didn’t like it,"
Education Secretary Richard
Riley said. "Some will come
back and finish, but too many
find themselves unemployed or
stuck In a job with no future."
The Education Department
followed students who were
eighth-graders in 1988 through
their last year of high school in
1992.
"Dropouts cited school-related reasons over other reasons

for leaving school, but female
dropouts were more likely than
male dropouts to report
family-related reasons," the
report said.
Nearly 43 percent of those
who dropped out between 10th
and 12th grades said they did so
because they didn’t like school;
38.7 percent said they left
because they were failing.
Those were the two most
frequent reasons cited two
years earlier.
Twenty-one percent of the
girls said they left school
because they had become a
parent, as did 8 percent of the
boys.
Pregnancy was cited by 26.8
percent of the female dropouts
percent of Hispanics, 34
31
percent of blacks and 26 percent of whites.
"Black dropouts were far less
likely than their peers to
have reported ’got married’ as a
reason for dropping out 2
percent compared with 13
percent of Hispanic and 15
percent of white dropouts,"
according to the report.
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There’s still
time to get
money for this
semester from
Citibank.

Whether you’re an undergraduate
or graduate student. Citibank has a
student loan to meet your needs.
If you’re short on funds this semester, you’re
not alone. During the 30 years we’ve been
in the student loan business, students have
often told us that they need extra money
during the course of the semester to pay for
tuition, books, and other expenses. If this

No payments while you are in school
Low interest rates
Loans for students of all incomes
Monthly payments as low as $50
No penalty for early repayment
You don’t have to be a current Citibank
customer to qualify!
The faster you respond, the faster we can

sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank.
the nation’s Number One student loan

get you the funds you need. Or call us at

lender, to provide you with the best financial
aid products and services with these

and we’ll get an application out to you the

1400-6924200, ext. 614. Call today,
next business day!

important benefits:

G111 1-8(H)-(02-82($)

Vest.

I need a student loan now!
Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:

1 All Federal Stafford Loans

1 Federal PLUS Loan

for undergraduate and graduate atudental

r for parr,a

1Citibank Graduate Loans
Field of interest

al dependent aludenta only
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Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS)
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-708S
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Obtain State Tear GasPepper Spray Permit
Course: Wed. Sept. 28, 6-8 p.m.
at the YWCA
375 South 3rd St., San Jose
Ord SL at West San Carlos)

To enroll call:
1-800-954-4006

Stanford University Medical Center
research study offers:
20 weeks of free treatment
for Bulimia Nervosa
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Members of the SJSU first women’s cross country team practice at south campus. Their next meet will be at the Fresno State Invitaional.

Spartan women runners cross new territory

Women between the ages of 18-50
call (415) 723-2242

By Joanne Griffith Domingue

Reebocks each semester, running shorts and a top.
"Everything’s brand-new,"
Leslie Asbury made history
said team member Sophomore
for the Spartans last week
Liz Mousourakis, 19. "They’re
by being the first SJSU
really treating us well."
women’s cross country runner to
Mousourakis finished secfinish the race during the team’s
ond of the Spartan runners at
first meet at the University of San
meet with a time of 22:22.
Francisco’s Invitational.
"This is the greatest oppor"We’re all excited because we
tunity for me, to be part of the
want to make this year special,"
student body and represent the
Asbury said who ran the 5K
school," Mousourakis said.
course in 22 minutes 15 seconds.
Team members include:
Asbury, a 20-year-old junior,
Aika
Mousourakis,
Asbury,
ran for four years at Napa High
Shepard, Christin Frederick,
School and had continued trainTheresa Nguyen, Erin Hayes,
ing on her own. When she came
Kara Shibuya and Lorena Alfaro.
to SJSU. she was sad there was
Argabright hopes the team will
no cross country for women.
grow to 15 members.
Last spring, she heard a team
The team’s goal, according
was forming and she was excitto Argabright, is to get one runed.
ner under 20 minutes.
"It was really good news,"
"Then I want to get two women
Asbury said.
Women’s cross country is the Runner Leslie Asbury stretches out before the team’s 7 a.m. practice under 20 minutes." Eventually
he hopes to have each of his runlatest sport for women at SJSU last week. Coach "Augie" Argabright watches in the background.
ners finishing under 20 minutes.
since softball was added ten
Asbury and Mousourakis agree: it’s doable. "I’m proud to say I’m
years ago.
Coach Augie Argabright was hired in August to create and coach part of the team," Asbury said.
a women’s cross country team. He crows about his runners.
"They’re just exceptional," Aragabright said. "They’re all very
dedicated. They have good spirit at practice and cheer each other If you want to support the team, their next meet is Saturday, 9 a.m.,
at the Fresno State Invitational. The meet closest to home is Oct. I, at
on. I don’t talk to them much, they just run."
9 a.m., at the Stanford Invitational. Unfortunately, the women have no
Asbury likes Argabright’s style.
meets in San Jose.
"He’s wonderful. He’s the best coach I’ve had," she said.
All members of the team came from the SJSU studentbody.
"That reinforces the need (for women’s sports)," said Carolyn
Lewis, Associate Athletic director, "if you can recruit right from
campus." Women’s cross country is the first of four teams to be
DOWNTOWN’S FRIENDLIEST PUB
added in the next four years.
According to Lidia Rios, director of the Office of Equal
On Tap At Paddy’s:
Opportunity on SJSU, cross country was chosen first as the result
of an interest survey.
4 New Castle Brown Ale 4 Anchor Steam
4 Pilsner Urquell
"We’re still in the process of choosing the next three sports,"
4 Black Thorn Cider
ESB
Rios said.
4 Guinness
Boss
This growth in women’s sports came from SJSU’s gender equity
4 Redhook
4 Harp
plan which is designed to build a program of equal athletic opportunity for the university’s women athletes.
The women on the cross country team are the first beneficiaries
of this expansion.
"We all get scholarships toward our books," Asbury said. "Since
C)1/4 Pd
Icti SReeteRiPatede
11(3b
it’s cold at the 6:30 a.m. practices, we got nice royal blue warm-up
i-11114
11 F. ‘,.%\ I %I. I
1.1/1111\ 11111\ Vs. 11151
suits to keep us warm." Each runner also receives a pair of
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Security Guard/Clerk
Non profit health care research office in San lose seeks guard/clerk to
welcome clients, verify appointments and handle payment records.
Requires high school diploma, one year work experience with public, &
excellent physical condition. $10 per hour to start, part time 25 hours per
week (4-5 days) and full benefits Send Resume to Western Consortium
for Public Health, Department 110, 2001 Addison St. Suite 2(X),
Berkeley CA 94704 (510) 644-9300.

associated students

campus
recreation
student activities

divisions
111U115

womens
coed
IFC

season
sept. 26 - nov. 4, Ebbf,
7:00- 10:00 pm

COME RAISE A JAR AT PADDY’S
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call 924-5950 for more information’
important: pick up your packets at the Students Activities Office (next to the
pub) for teams or free agents register in the A.S. Business Office.

sign up for flag football too!

BY MIKE MARIANO
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German police charged with beating immigrants, neo-Nazi affiliation
HAMBURG, Germany (AP) Twenty-seven police officers
have been suspended and could
face criminal charges over
allegations they beat jailed
foreigners. Some have been
accused of neo-Nazi sympathies.
"There are accusations that
some among them travel in
rightist extremist circles," said
city justice official Dirk Reimers.
There have been several
scandals over alleged police

brutality against foreigners in
Germany since the country’s
in
1990.
reunification
in
unfolding
The
one
Hamburg - Germany’s secondlargest city - is the worst so
far.
The city’s justice minister,
Klaus Hardtrath, said that
in light of new allegations,
120
reopening
was
he
police
into
Investigations
brutality at the precinct.
The cases date back to 1988.

Last week, Hamburg news
media disclosed that two
drunken officers had beaten up
an African in January because
he was wearing an anti-Nazi
sticker.
The city’s No. 1 police official,
Werner Hackmann, resigned
Monday after a police officer
complained in a memo that
some of his colleagues had beaten 11 foreigners in the cellar of
a lockup near the train station.
said
police
Hackmann

battering of foreigners had
grown to alarming proportions
in Hamburg, a North Sea port
that claims a cosmopolitan
openness to people from other
lands.
He claimed he repeatedly
attempted to put an end to the
abuse but had met with a wall of
silence.
"When the memo was put on
my desk I asked myself whether
I should let myself suffer
through this any longer, and

whether it might be better to
resign to send out a signal that
people,"
wakes
up
the
Hackmann told the Hamburg
Morgenpost newspaper.
"I am deeply ashamed that
attacks by police officers
against foreigners have taken on
a dimension that I never
believed possible," he was
quoted as saying.
A statement from city authorities said 27 officers from the
Mitte 1 precinct had been

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim lot products or
services advertised below nor b
there any guarantee knelled. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Deny consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

VOLUNTEERS
B E A FRIENDI
Canrg and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287-2132.

UFEt
ALPHA PHI SORORITY
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE
OUR NEW MEMBERS
Jennifer, Monique, Tara, Monica,
Elena, Atsuko, Amanda, Melissa.
Angela. Debinique, Rosemary,
Seniata and Nicole.

EVENTS
NINE INCH NAIL TICKETS
Si 10/1/94. Below cost, only
$25 ea. Pls. call 408-4869569.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visas arid xrays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655.3225.

FOR SALE
386 w/ math coprocessor 4M
RAM. 120M hard, 3.5& 5.25 floppy
drives, fax modem. mouse, SVGA
monitor. $615. 408.946-6453.
RLL BED $100, Queen $125. Day
bed $125. Brie $145. AI unused.
Also: lots of used furn. 998.2337.

AUTO FOR SALE
86 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & Silver w/
dk red interior. Excellent condition.
$6,800. Gene 265.3994.

EMPLOYMENT
CASHIERS 4th II Santa Clara
01111V1011. Flexible hours all shifts.
Call or stop by 295-3964.
!ART TIME WATTPERSON needed
evenings & weekends. Salary +
bps. Apply in person. Britannia
Arms, 5027 Almaden Expressway,
San Jose, Ca.
EXP. TUTOR & PROOF READER
for grad student. Excellent writing &
proofing skills required. using APA
lama. Must tar WA student ar
$7. $14 ftr.deperdng on experience.
Flexible schedule. Resume & refer.
ences required. Please contact
Charles at 9248537 lase mess.
YOUTH PROGRAM COORDINATOR.
Assist with youth sports & family
programs. 6.90- 10.35/1v. Evening
& weekend work required. South
Valley Family YMCA. 226.9622.
THE SPARTAN SHOPS Catering
Department is looking for a few
equipment "know -italls" that
would be responsible for cleaning,
storir g. issuhg, tracking. etc. of all
equipment used in the catering
kitchen. Hours are from 7am to
Noon. Monday thru Friday or any
combination of days. Contact
Rebecca, Catering Manager at
Spartan Shops. Inc. 9241756.
DIRECT CARE.
PART-TIME $6.00 HR.
Non profit residential facilities
for young adults with autism.
Call 408-448.3953.
Spark Foundation.
VAwited ftmole(s)1UTOR/ININER
$8. per rr. 5 afternoons per week.
Must have own car and ins.
DMV print out required.
Call 259-2781 for interview.
JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! Intramural
Sports: Director, League
Supervisor, Referees/Officlals,
Call A.S. Campus Recreation
Of stop by the Student Activities
office. 924-5950.
MARKETING
Environmental/Nutrition Co. seeking
outgoing individuals with outstanding leadership abilrtes. PT/FT. will
train. Telecommunication positions
also available reselling surplus
d tal long distance service of top
long distance carriers. PT/FT, will
train. Call Mark 4057333933.
HOUSE PAINTERS NEEDED
PT/FT flexible hours, no exp. nec.
Work outdoors. Work with friends.
Call 631.1583 for more Info.

Phone: 924-3277

TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR
P/T instructor for elem schools.
Degree not required. Call voice
mail 408-4502411. EOE/AAE

S10/HR PLUS COMMISSION.
Bright, money-motivated, ethical
individual for telesales/appoint.
mentsetting in S.J. Established,
growing company. Maar trOversity &
IMMEDIATE P/T OPENINGS
EPA studies validate our product
Golf Course Snack Bar positions, benefrs.Retrous niesaes expire-ice
disirable. Extremely lucratrve career
$5.50 $6.00 per hour d.o.e.
plus free golf & lunch!
path for the right individual. Work
Call ha at Shoreline Golf Links
evenings & weekends to start. Inter4189887100.
ested applicants should mail/fax a
resune to Deer at. EcoWater, 4667
24 HOUR NAUTILUS. Fitness Third St, Pleasanton, CA 94566 or
Trainers. California’s fastest grow. 510.602-1078 (fax) & then follow
ing fitness center chain has with a phone call to 8002878798
immediate openings for energetic,
enthusiastic FITNESS TRAINERS to EE MAJOR WANTED for part time
instruct and coach members. work with Santa Clara ferrite mfg.
Strong fitness background ACE, Wind torords, magnetic testing etc.
ACSM. & or PE a plus. PARTTIME $6-8 per hour. CMI Technolocy.
& FULL TIME available. FREE 408-727-7479.
MEMBERSHIP to clubs. Apply in
person at our following locations: GET A JOB! We are Takeout Taxi,
SAN JOSE: 1845 Hillsdale Ave. America’s largest dinner delivery
or 375 A North Capitol Ave. service. We deliver dinners from
FREMONT: 40910 Fremont Blvd. restaurants like Chia, TGI Fridays,
SARATOGA: 18760 Cox Ave. SUN- & Marie Callenders to homes &
NYVALE: 150 E. Fremont Ave. businesses. Many SJSU students
MOUNTAIN VIEW: 2550 W. El have enjoyed our flexible & frierxily
Camino Real.
work environment. You can ton. ar
posers as part tine in the erahirgs
BOOTH ATTENDANT. Street fairs, Call this haled se:ord. 369.9401.
festivals, flea markets, etc. PAable Waltes/Walteees: Deliver
Interesting. F/PT job. 9844003.
from the restatrant to the astorners
home or business. Earn $9-$12/hr
GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOB! hour. Yeti must be at [east 18, have
Join Silicon Valley Taxies Coalition’s you! aeon car, ins. & no moreten one
campaign to protect the Valleys ding on your DMV. Posititons in the
failing ground water. Committed atertho/Carnptell see or So& Sal
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for Apse. Cash tips nightlytIl 369-9401.
fundraising/community organizing.
Make a difference while making a THE SPARTAN SHOPS Catering
IMng. 2887882. E0E.
Department e looking for a student
who would be interested in working
ENVY WORKING WTI CHILEMEN? as a Chef’s Helper. Take the
Small World Schools is currently opportunity to work with award
hiring for F/T & P/1" positions for winning Chef Marcel Bustos and
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of tine tune your cooking skills. No
shifts available in San Jose. Bel- expenence necessary, will train.
mont, Millbrae & San Bruno. Also Early morning to late morning shifts
hiring for substitutes flexible available. Contact Rebecca.
scheduling does not interfere with Catering Manager at Spartan
school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE Shops, Inc. 9241756.
or 6 ECE completed + current
ECE enrollment for all positions. ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
Benefits & an abundance of Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
growth opportunities! Please call campaign to protect ground water
408257.7326 to whedule interview. and promote green technology.
Committed workers needed 1:30.
TWO, THREE OR AVE DAY WORK 10:00 for fundraising/organizing.
week opportunity. Join Supervisor Make a difference while making a
Marie Mitchell & Chef Richard !Virg. 289-7882. EOE.
Lewis at the University Club for
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
lunch each day. Hours are:
with scheduled increases.
10:00am - 2:00pm, Mon. Fri,
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Starting salary is $5.02 per har.
Full-time or Parttime
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
SMALL MATTRESS store close to
SJSU. Informal atmosphere, jeans
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
OK PT/FT flexible hrs. 294.5478.
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Insurance
SALES 24 HOUR NAUTILUS.
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
California’s fastest growing fitness
Apply. Mon. - Fri. Sam- 5pm,
center chain has immediate openVanguard Security Services
ings for energetic, enthusiastic,
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
SALES professionals vAth a strong
desire to succeed to, sell and mar- hear 101 at Sal Tomas Expressway.
ket fitness memberships. Sal. +
Comm. + Bonus, Medical, Dental RESORT JOBS. Earn to $12/hr. +
& 401K. Rapid advancement tips. Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas,
potential. Fitness background + more. Tropical & Mountain
preferred. FREE CWB MEMBERSHIP. destinations worldwide. Call
Apply in person at our following (206)632.0150 ext R60411.
locattra. SAN JOSE 1845 Hillsdale
Ave. or 375 A North Capitol Ave. THE SPARTAN SHOPS CATERING
FREMONT: 40910 Fremont Blvd. department is looking for a student
SARATOGA: 18760 Cox Ave. who would be responsible for
SUNNYVALE: 150 E. Fremont Ave. coordinating paperwork and orders.
MOUNTAIN VIEW: 2550 W. El Applicant must be a self-starter
and must be able to complete
Camino Real.
many different tasks with little
MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP or no supervision. Computer
National Concert Promotion/Mar. knowledge (WordPerfect, Windows,
keting company based in LA seeks Quattro Pro, etc), typing skills,
responsible, outgoing, Music/Mar- phone skills a must. Hours and
keting Intern based in San Jose. days are flexible based on school
College Sophomore or above. schedule. Coned Rebecca. Catering
Know your market well, be very into Manager at Spartan Shops, Inc.
music. Call ASAP 213.368-4738. 924-1756.

THE SPARTAN SHOPS Catering
Department is looking for students
who are energetic, enjoy people
and are detail oriented who would
be interested in working in a
team atmosphere. Wait experience
very desirable. Wage based on
experience. Contact Rebecca,
Catering Manager at Spartan
Shops, Inc. 9241756.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
Full-time / Part-time
Apply: Mon. -Fri., Sam. . 5Pm.
555D Mendian Ave. San Jose
(408) 286-5890

Certain advertisements In
these colurnrw may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
vacations or merchand I se.

Print your ad here.

2 SIAM. 1 BATH. COTTAGE
Avail 9/1. Private entrance &
parking, New carpet. Al util. paid.
Nonsmoker only. Close to campus S.
13th SL $000./rna John -947.0974.
2 BDRM / 2 BATH, 3 Wks
off campus.
Includes
water, garbage & cable TV.
Laundry and parking avail,
$750./mo. + $600./dep.
No last month 295-5256.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK Rent from
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower
2974705.
2 Badrcom)radnorit $750/no.
" Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

ROOMS TO RENT $250 & $325,
1st & est +1/3 utils. 361. Jerome St.
1/2 block off Vignia LL Rail Station.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fishing Leave note tr A. Sanchez. lhanks
Industry. Earn to $3.000.$6,000+
per month + benefits. Male/
Female. No experience necessary
HEAL ESTATE
(206)5454155 ext A60411.
ATTN MOM & DAD:
Grand Opening of Si Condos:
NATIONAL PARK JOBS- Over
25,000 openings! (including hotel 9/17/94, Nbch4crn, 49370 N. 451 St
staff, tour guides. etc.) Benefits +
6 unts aeil itr reap:Lt.:I Itarmate
bonuses! Apply now for best *titan. 2.3 ERs. $129600- $ISK.
Cit 1st the h.:me tap! fn. avail.
positions. Call: 1-206545-4804
Coil John V. Prto & Assoc.
ext. N60411.
408.294-8274

ROOMMATES
ROOM To RENT 2 Mks To SJSU
Female non-smoker. Large yard
w/ yard service. $350.+ dep. & 1/2
utilities. 579 So. 10th St. Call
Laura 295-7980 or 2862905.
RM NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
very dose to campus. Nice apt. A/C,
pool. garage. ASAP call 279-0781.
ROOM FOR RENT
Easy commute to SJSU.
In nice 4 Br./2.5 Ba. home.
Share with married couple.
"Jogging path next to back yard.
Walk-in closet.
Krtchen & living room privileges.
PaftgalwaYs available on street.
Quiet Neighborhood near
OakricV Mall.
1 mile to Almaden Lake Park.
2 blocks to bus stop.
Light Rail stop by Oa kridge.
Easy access to freeway 87.
$350./month + 1/4 utilities.
Private phone hookup available.
Call Bruce or Georgina or leave a
message. Voice: (408(281.0172
Fax: (408) 226.0172.
HALF MOON BAY, 45mh.commute,
3 blks from beach. Artist house.
$630mo. +de:OP/415.728-0112.

RENTAL HOUSING
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 berm/2 ba.$745-$795/mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Security type
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors.
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V.
Ample parking. We take advance
deposits. Call 288.9157.

DAILY CLASS/RED - LOCAL RATES

SERVICES
AFFORDABLE
LEGAL
CLINIC
Attorneys & Paralegals
Immigration &Traffic Problems
"Divorce 8, Bankruptcy
Personal Injury
All Legal Matters
(408) 286-8087

I
HATE TO TYPE*****
If this got your attention. give your.
serf a break. Let me do for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Student Voice Mail $7. Month* Cash only. Cali Jule - 445.0707.
No more missed messages!
Rent your own private, password. HAIWARDFREMONTUNION crri
protected voice mail box Wordprocessrng and typing;
(3 month minimum). Pager All work accepted!! Reports
notification and group boxes Theses Proficient with APA,
available. Call today for free MLA, and Turabian formats;
recorded message. 24 hour Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call rime
access. 4082618880.
7 days a week lam to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.

HEALTH/BEAUTY

ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE
Are you tired of neck pain,
headaches and low back pain
from long hours of studying?
Come see Dr. Galla for a
Free Spinal Exam. 408-998-4480
Bascom / 280.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your awn probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7498.
50% DISCOUNTI
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips Eyebrows.
Expires Dec. 31st. 1994.
4063793500
Hair Today Gone TOMOrtdw
621 E. Campbell Ave. $17,
Campbell. CA 95008.

Three

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Mult-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA IGURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto. Jet Ski. Motorcycle,
Boat. Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni serving ’Students"
...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any DUI? Accidents? Suspended Le?
Cali me. (Don) 408-247.3734.
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also WORD PROCESSING
avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location. AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
Dissertation/thesis specialist. Professional Word Processing!
Samples 8, references available. Theses. Term Papers, Nursing 8,
Chinese & other langs. spoken. Grow Projects. Resumes. Letters.
Foreigners welcome! Call today Manuscn pts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
for free phone consultation: hi’ Laser IL All formats, specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
(415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.
grammatical citing. Free disc
WRITING HELP. Professional storage. All work guaranteed!
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghost. Wiry free, dependable. and prompt
writing. Letters, reports, books. service. To avoid disappointment,
essays, theses. articles. etc. For call new to reserve your time! Call
more info please call Dave Bolick, PAM 247 2681 fgam-8pm, Plus
510-601-9564. VISA/MASTER- Save Addlionel 101iPert Retinal!
CARD. FAL Emergencies O.K.

.FOR NATIONAL
/ AGENCY RATES CALL
N

Days
$9

$le
$11
$12

Floe Address
Days
$13 Tin &sue.
$14
Phone
$16
$16
Send check or money order to

After the Mb day, rote inoroosee by $1 per day.
Firs! line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 Ivies: $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Zip code

Spartan Daily Ciassiftde
$an Jose State University
San Joss, CA 95192-0149
MI Ciassif ied desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
IN Deadline 10 00a m two weekdays before publication
AJI ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Hates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

CALL MARCIA 2669448
for Word Processing Services
Edo & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA Tumbler
MLA
Grammar. Punct, Phrasing
Tables, Graphs, & Charts.
Will also edrt disks.
600 cla Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
International Stiffen% Welcome
10 minutes from campus!

SCHOLARSHIPS
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!
Money is waiting for you right now
horn Private Schoiarships, Grants
and Fellowships No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum.
For FREE literature and
application package.
CALL NOW! 408392-2400
leave name, address. phone.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabran and other formats.
Resumes. editing, graphics
and other services avaiiable.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul a Virginia 408.251-0449

$5 BILLIONS available for your
education, all students qualify!
Free message (8001666-GRAD.
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
Learn how to find little known
grants and scholarships on
your own or by using a low
cost matching service. Cali
1-900443-1145 Ext. * 153. Cost
$1.95 per minute / 5 minute call.
Must be 18 or older. infoservice.
Los icees. CA.
ADVERTISE IN THE CLASSIFIEDS!
,1 Hire
Bi.v I’ Sc
Announce r, Just clo 1’ Place your

INSURANCE

MEN 8, WOMEN -BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back -Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31,
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell . (408)3793500.

Name
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

aDIRS PROFESSIONAL Dowlems.
ings 8inctiruciarit,ncgr pitcopLrofpor
Typyour
Copying.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408, 3638614.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA.
"Term papers "Group projects
"Thesis "Letters "Applications
Rearnes "Tape transcription. etc.
frtirsing/Math/Science/Engi Sr.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658

WORD PROCESSING PROMM1140111111
Theses. resumes. group
projects, term papers, etc
Free spelling & grammatical
editing. Free storage. Transcription. Fax machine.
Dependable. One -day turnARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN? around on most work. 8am to
Break out of the prison of pain. 7pm. Call Anna at 972-4992
Free yourself to once again do the
things you have always enjoyed. PROPESSIONAL Word Processing.
Feel better emotionally& prvecarV. Theses, term papers, group
Quick and affordable, drugless projects, resumes, letters. etc.
pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960 Al: formats. especially APA
Pain Relief Center for free 16 page Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
booklet on chronic pain.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (4081 264-4504.

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

FAX: 924-3282

WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versatile, expert staff. Fast
turnaround, free fax delivery.
Long experience helping ESL
students. Call 800.777-7901.

ODOODOEIDECIEDOMMOOTICIMEIDOMM
OODOEIECIDOMOODOMMEIMOMMODO
MODOMEIDOMOOMODOMEOMOMEEI
OCCOMMEDEOCCOMOOMOMMOOM
One
Two
Days
Day
$7
3 Mies
$5
4 Ones
$O
$6
5 lime
$7
$9
$10
6 linos
$11
$1 tor each additional line

suspended
for
suspected
mistreatment of foreigners
The officers
are
being
investigated and may be
charged with wrongful arrest,
causing bodily injury and other
counts.
A ministry spokeswoman said
the beatings are believed to
have all occurred in 1994. The
alleged victims were being held
on charges of being in Germany
illegally, possession of drugs
and other counts, she said.

Please check
one classification:
...ampAci,Aps _Rental Hops
Ct’reek Messages* _Roommates‘
_Events.
_Announcements.
_Lost and Found"
_Volunteers*
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale*
_Electronics*
_Wanted*
_Employment
-OPPMP,’

_Pea Estate
_Services
Health/Bee"
_Ride Share
_Insurance

_Entertainme,:
_Travel
_Tutoring*
_Word Pincer’..
SC War SNP

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Baseball
From page I
high esteem. I think the bickering on both sides could have
easily come to a solution."
After 33 days of striking and
420 missed games, the final
decision was passed down.
"The union has a cap, that’s
what the point of a union is,"
Environmental studies major
Paul Hackett said. "Every union
in the nation has a cap. The
(players) feel that they’re just
special all they are is rich. I
don’t understand a union where
the average salary is $1.2 million and going on strike."
Both sides will now start
looking ahead to 1995, when the
strike is likely to disrupt the
start of the season.
"Baseball is done. With the
popularity of the NHL, hockey
season starts in two weeks,
indoor soccer and outdoor soc-

Violence flares in Belfast
after murder allegation

Assault
cer starting next year, baseball’s done," Hackett said. "It’s
never going to be what it was.
Period"
"Die-hard fans like me will
always come back. But the
young people, their feelings
toward the game may change,"
Piraro said.
"It’s rather sad that they’re
fighting over all that money,"
health science major Mai
Torralba said. "They’re forgetting about the game of
baseball. It seems like a lot
of people don’t even care,
and everyone’s into the
football season right now
anyway."
Tamara Chadima, a music
major at SJSU, has not been
affected by the abrupt end of
the season.
"I didn’t even know there was
(a strike)," she said.

From page I
He holds a doctorate in
had
and
counseling
worked
as a resident counselor at
the University of California
at Berkeley before joining
the counseling staff at
SJSU.
Officials at the counseling center are not allowed
to comment on the case,
but Dr. Kathleen Wall,
director of counseling services, said all counselors
the
law
of
"follow
California and also the
ethics of the profession" in
dealing with sexual contact
with patients.

"We have a really big
statement in our waiting
room that specifically
states that," Wall said,
"and makes it very evident to a client how to
make a complaint."
When asked if the
Counseling Center has
incorporated any changes into their sexual
assault policies since
last
year’s
incident,
Wall stressed that the
center has always been
and
dedicated
"very
very sincere about providing responsible and ethical services to the students."

Hearing sparks youth violence in Protestant regions
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP)
A hearing in which a Catholic
was accused of trying to murder a
Protestant sparked a courthouse
fistfight
and
violence
in
Protestant areas of Belfast on
Tuesday.
Police said Protestant youths
hijacked vehicles, setting one on
fire, and hurled rocks at officers
in sporadic late night attacks that
died out before midnight.
The clashes occurred amid
heightened tensions in Belfast,
with Protestant "loyalist" paramilitaries ignoring calls to match a
cease-fire by the Catholic-based
Irish Republican Army by calling a
halt to violence on their own side.

Tuesday’s clashes originated in
the city’s Crown Court, where 23year-old Stephen Larkin from west
staunchly Catholic
Belfast’s
Ardoyni area was accused of
attempting to murder a prominent
loyalist, Johnny Adair.
Spectators from both sides of
the sectarian divide jeered and
swore at each other after Larkin’s
lawyers asked the judge, Liam
McCollum, to dismiss the charge.
Fistfights broke out in the courthouse foyer. Police wielding
nightsticks moved in to keep the
two groups apart and eventually
drove a crowd of about 40
Protestants outside.
Police said masked loyalist

Scandal highlights Hong Kong fears
Up to 60,000 people leave each year; fear of Communist China cited as reason

Face lift

From page I
ing their neighborhoods
Accounting major Fonnie Hui,
who lives with several roommates in an apartment on 11th
Street, said it is a nice idea to
start beautifying the East San
Carlos business district.
"We all do our laundry there
and get water refills, but there’s
just a few shops," she said.
Unfortunately her neighbor
has to plant grass and flower
seeds every two months

Jobs
From page I

tions for 55 positions.
The process involves interviewing and writing an essay,
Huertas said.
She said potential members
are recruited by flyers and
guest speakers at high schools
and colleges.

because someone ruins them.
"Four of our mailboxes were
destroyed and with this type of
damage. I would prefer a nicer
place to live," Hui said.
Desiree La Maggiore, editor of
"The Advisor," a newsletter that
represents the Campus Community Association, said "the
community is looking forward to
working as a team to make the
campus and surrounding neighborhoods a place we can all
enjoy together."

If congress expands the program, the White House hopes to
spend $1.5 billion over the next
three years.
Huertas said funding for the
program will come from federal
grants provided by Americorps
corporation and private donations from businesses, individuals and foundations.

HONG KONG (AP) When
Tsang Yok-sing’s embarrassing
secret was dragged into the
spotlight, it wasn’t about sex,
money or drugs.
But it was about something
emigration,
no less sensitive
and the rights and wrongs of
bailing out before China takes
over the British colony in 1997.
It transpires that Tsang, an
ardent Marxist and pro-China
activist who is publicly committed to welcoming the future
landlord, has quietly moved his
wife and daughter to Canada.
Up to 60,000 Hong Kong people leave each year. Indeed,
most Hong Kong party leaders
have residency rights abroad.
But unlike Tsang, they have not
been making a point of urging
the 6 million people of Hong
Kong to stay.
"Surely anyone who holds the
views which Tsang Yok-sing
says he holds should not be
seeking the insurance of an
overseas bolt-hole," the Eastern
Express editorialized.
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To his credit, Tsang did not
try to dodge the questions. No
spin doctors were rolled out to
prettify the facts. There was
just Tsang, a small, clerklike
man in black-rimmed glasses,
squirming alone in the spotlight.
He readily admitted that he
had been badly gored. "I am
afraid there is very little I can
say," he said. "This is very
lethal."
In a long, sometimes poignant
Interview in his office, surrounded by plaques and medals
from Communist Chinese organizations, the 45-year-old maths
teacher wrestled aloud with the
issues of identity and self-image
that confront every Hong Kong
Chinese in the last years of
colonial rule.
He had never wanted to leave
Hong Kong, he said. This was
his home. He believed in China.
What life could a 45-year-old
maths teacher look forward to
in Vancouver?
But his wife had pressed for

the move after the shock of
China’s 1989 crackdown on the
pro-democracy movement, and
he had signed the papers "in a
moment of weakness."
He could see how some
would call it hypocrisy.
"We were rather careless. I
suppose I should have expected this to happen earlier," he
said, then sighed: "I wonder
whether there is anything I can
do about it."
The revelation comes less
than two weeks before municipal elections in which Tsang’s
party will face a critical test of
credibility.
That in itself is a milestone
for Hong Kong’s late-blooming
democracy, marking the first
time a pro-China party has run
in a colony-wide election.
The party, the Democratic
Alliance for the Betterment of
Hong Kong, was founded in
1992, yet a year later Tsang was
still filling out forms for Canada.
Why?
Because his wife didn’t like

him being a controversial public figure with "very bitter enemies," he said. "If I get recognized in the street I either get
warm handshakes or insults,
and my wife takes that very
much to heart."
He had wanted to withdraw
his application, he said, but
was told that it would kill his
family’s application too. So he
went ahead with it, and his wife
are
now
daughter
and
Vancouver residents. He himself
has no intention of leaving, he
Insists.
He said he told the party
leadership about the pending
emigration application. "We discussed whether I should make
that known to the public on my
own, and they voted against it."
The party has issued a statement backing Tsang and praising him for taking good care of
his family.
Several newspapers, while
critical of Tsang, said he should
not be faulted for worrying
about his family’s future.
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"By confronting DEATH in DREAMS, by confronting
our ’dark side,’ we can become something more something stronger, more integrated and whole."
-Brum Wacther
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Ever since "Wayne’s World," or maybe it was just
lecture classes at SJSU, I guess you can say I’ve
become a dream weaver.
The other day I was in the back row of my world
geography class. After numerous times of fighting to
keep my head from dropping to my chest, I fell asleep
sitting upright and started dreaming I was eating.
It wasn’t the teacher’s lecture that served as the
wake-up call. Instead it was the motions of my opening and closing mouth.
I awoke with my jaw enacting its mid-chewing
motion, and was quick to realize that I was being
observed. Two girls finished their laughter before turning back around.
I thought:
A) these girls were reacting like all women do,
taking every available chance to stare at how handsome lam.
9) good thing the girls were sitting
down, otherwise they might faint from
my radiance.
C) I just made a fool of myself.
D) do I have a change of underwear?
They thought: C.
This recent embarrassment brought
back memories of my Spanish class at
West Valley College.
I was sitting in the second row right
in front of the teacher. Instead of translating "to sleep" to "dormir," I decided
to change the word from English, to
Spanish, to reality.
I was awakened by the chalk and
eraser hurled in my direction and ricocheted off my desk. After the Spanish
profanity concluded, I was given the
option to pay attention or drop the class.
I figured I’d better stay awake for the rest of the
semester.
Plus, all the students sitting around me were casting ballots for a landmark title describing the puddle
of saliva on my desk. "Lake Seimas" appeared to be
the unanimous decision.
I went on to become his best student. (Just
thought I’d better clear myself from any prejudice
from my future teachers.)
Hold on
my snail-fast brain kicks out another
thought.
What can I do to save students from dreaming or
falling asleep, or at least getting caught in class?
After all, I is a role-model student.
First off, Rule 1: If you fall asleep on the first day
of class, drop it. Class participation usually drops off

text by Jim Seimas

IZ I

[ WRITERS )
Andy Barron, Joanne Griffith Domingue, Chris
McCrellis-Mitchell, Jim Seimas, Tim Schwalbach,
Cindy Trotter, Kevin Valine, Brian WaLther
(COLUMNIST]
Kyle Preston Register

after the first day, because then reading
becomes a prerequisite for student survival.
It’ll only get worse.
Second, if you find that after following
rule one you now have no classes, seek counseling or read a new writer.
Rule 2: Show up to class early the first
day. After all, the early bird catches the
worm. In this case, the seat is in the back of
the room.
These seats are ideal for reading the
sports section and
checking out the
opposite gender, or
whatever sexual
preference you may
be, without getting
caught. They’re also
perfect for good
sleep time.
If all else fails, make
a payoff to your
teacher, $100,000 in
unmarked bills, and
get that much-needed GPA booster,
then enroll in Sleep
Off The Hangover
103 at 9:30 a.m.
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awakened by
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eraser hurled
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direction and
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Pande’rnoriium is No Jqke
text by Chris McCrellis-Mitchell
Killing Joke’s biggest hit
to date is "Love Like Blood,"
from their 1985 album,
"Night Time." Like many
songs of the New Wave
genre, it displayed a somber
orchestration under melancholy lyrics. No one at the
time knew what direction
humanity was heading the
end of the world or recovery,
but everyone knew struggle.
Now it’s 1994 and times
haven’t changed much.
People are still concerned
with the same things.
Killing Joke hasn’t
changed much either. After
pursuing solo interests, threefourths of the original line-up
is back. Singer\keyboardist
Jaz Coleman, bassist Youth
and guitarist Geordie return
with a similar message. The
difference today is in their
delivery.
"Pandemonium," their
10th album in 14 years, is a
complete package. It has a
broad musical range, from
modern industrial to MiddleEastern and Asian scales. The
lyrics go from
hope and frustration, to
neverending
guilt and fear.
The title
cut, is a prime
example of
how the
album’s material is equally
unique and
stimulating. It
starts with a spoken -word
message from Coleman followed by a short MiddleEastern violin solo.
When the song kicks in, it
has a generic beat, bass and
guitar, but there is a layer of
Middle-Eastern sounds underneath that gives it a full, textured sound. Amazingly, the
two fuse together with little
annoyance.
On the more industrial
side, there is "Exorcism," like
"Whiteout" and
"Mathematics of Chaos."
While "Mathematics" is
palatable to the average club-

ber, the other two are
rougher a la Ministry and
BiGod 20. Coleman’s growling vocals, with the pounding
of the guitars and drums,
hammer lyrics into your ears.
To balance this intensity,
the band slows things down
with "Millennium," a Kyusslike guitar-driven, medium
tempo tune. Then there is the
grunge ballad "Jana," where
Coleman shows he can sing
without barking.
At first, I thought his
growl would get old, but it
didn’t. Coleman can manipulate it depending on the
song. On "Whiteout," a song
of pure adrenaline, his voice
is gruff and hacking. But on
"Pleasures of the Flesh,"
which is more on the mellow
side, he goes in and out of his
bark depending on the line,
laying importance on certain
words.
And words are what
make this album so good. In
fact, I suggest reading the
lyrics before turning on the
music because these guys
have something to say
and they do it
poetically,
without jamming their
ideals down
your throat.
Perhaps, the
best example
of this is
in"Jana,"
about a
woman who finds out she
tested positive for AIDS.
"Her friends bring her
soup each day\And she takes
an array of coloured
pills\From A.Z.T. to Vitamin C
but she wastes away\ Forcing
down food but still she
wastes away..."
Killing Joke’s
"Pandemonium" is no joke,
and it’s not for the lighthearted. It is an intellectual record
from four serious musicians.
This album may not be for
everybody, but it deserves
credit for trying to break new
ground.
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Lucia Dreaming:

Virtual Rea itY

Imagine a world where your ultimate fantasies can
come true. If you want to fly like Superman, you can. If
your fantasies are of a more carnal nature, you can satisfy
them too.
Welcome to lucid dreaming.
"Think of lucid dreaming as your own virtual reality
setup. Once you’re in the dream, you realize you’re creating
your own universe," says Craig Webb, a consultant to the
Palo Alto based Lucidity Institute.
According to Webb, a lucid dream is one where the
dreamer is aware that he’s dreaming. The level of lucidity
can vary from simple awareness to actually being able to
interact with the dream.
The Lucidity Institute gives seminars and workshops on
lucid dreaming. It also sells DreamLight, Nova and
electronic sleep masks which induce lucidity
DreamLink
by signaling a sleeping person when he’s dreaming.
While dreaming, our eyes move rapidly under our eyelids. The masks have sensors that detect the movement and
then emit a flashing light. The light is your mind’s cue that
you’re dreaming. Dreamlight sells for $999. Nova for $275
and DreamLink for $125.
Webb, who has a degree in physics and who helped
design Nova, characterizes lucid dreaming as the ultimate in
non-risk behavior.
"While lucid dreaming you have utter safety," he says.
"You can’t get hurt. (Dreams have) no consequences in
waking life."
Institute Manager Rachel Steiner agrees.
"Lucid dreaming is fun," she says. "People can experiment with sex and flying dreams and wake up with a mood
enhancement that will last a whole week."
However, both claim lucid dreaming also has therapeutic value.
"We get lots of letters from people saying they’ve
worked through traumas while lucid dreaming," Steiner
says. "Many people are able to make peace with dead relatives through lucid dreaming."
Webb sees lucid dreaming as a way to learn new skills.
"While dreaming, you can rehearse any skill you’d like

to learn," he says.
Such skills as mastering a
new sport, overcoming fear of
public speaking and success in
business can be learned through
lucid dreaming, Webb says.
The six-year-old Lucidity
Institute is the brainchild of
Steven LaBerge, who wrote his
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Liam Nestor, technical support for the Lucidity Institute in Pale Alto, wears the NOVA Dreamr head
gear that tests for R.E.M. Dr. Stephen latterge. director of the Lucidity Institute, wears the original
goggles with an L.E.D. display in a 19d9 poster.
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doctoral thesis on lucid
dreaming at Stanford
University.
In a September 1993
Omni magazine article,
LaBerge said the institute’s
purpose is to "advance
research on the nature and
potential of consciousness and
to apply the results of this
research to the enhancement
of human health and wellbeing."
Although SJSU psychology
Professor Robert A. Hicks
agrees with much of what
Webb and Steiner have to say,
he thinks there’s an easier and
cheaper way to reap the benefits of dreaming.
"I don’t think I need to
buy a sleep mask," Hicks says.
"I can do the same thing with
a pencil and paper."
Hicks says anything that
focuses you on your dreams
will improve your retention of
them. As an example, he cites
a research project he and a
colleague carried out.
"We asked women to
keep dream diaries for four
full menstruation periods," he
says. The purpose was to see

if there was a connection
between the onset of menstruation and the content of
the women’s dreams.
But Hicks and colleague
Ann Cavanagh discovered the
power of focusing. "At the
start, the women were each
remembering two to three
dreams per week," he says.
"By the end, they were each
remembering two to three
dreams per night."
Hicks sees dreams as the
mind’s way to solve problems
of everyday life.
"We work through the
stresses of life, at least in part,
during dreams," he says. "A
function of dreams is problem
solving. Dreams are important."
If dreams are important,
professor, where do they
come from?
Are they emanations from
a diving power or archetypes
from the unconscious or the
result of electrochemical signals in the brain?
"It’s nice to have some
mysteries and dreaming is a
mystery," Hicks says.

The Phoenix _Jazz Club

Jazzing Up
The Downtown Scene
text by Tim Schwalbach
photos by Chris Gonzales
On the sidewalk along First
Street in downtown San Jose,
two Haight-Ashbury-like adolescents dressed in sky blue tie-dye
shirts slowly sway to the JaZZ
groove bellowing through an
open window.
Curiosity soon killed the
carefree youths. They scurry up
the staircase to find exactly
where the mellow music is coming from. The Phoenix Jazz
Club awaits their arrival.
Jazz, America’s national
living treasure, has found a new
home at 325 South First St. in
San Jose. With its remodeled
look and new management, the
Phoenix is an alternative to
mainstream clubs like Ajax.
Home to world-class contemporary and vocal jazz, salsa,
world music, big band jazz and
more, the Phoenix is committed
to bringing quality live music to
the South Bay.
This club presents both
world-class artists that come
through the Bay Area, as well as
established and promising jazz
artists in the Bay Area,
Phoenix manager Sammy Cohen
says.
The success of the Phoenix
rides on the shoulders of Cohen.
It’s an undertaking, but it’s in
good hands.
A professional jazz drummer since 15, Cohen founded
the San Jose Jazz Society and
worked 10 years as a jazz
columnist for the Metro, Santa
Clara Valley’s weekly newspaper. An SJSU alumnus, Cohen’s
accolades have earned him connections to top jazz artists

around the world and the Bay
Area.
The bottom line: this place
has potential, and customers
agree.
This city is missing something. They’ve got to patronize
it, says Tony Brown, a
Phoenix customer and J8ZZ at icionado. it’s genuine, all the
way from the music and ambience to the decor. I love it.
Nostalgic murals of jazz
dance figures of the 1920s and
’30s decorate the walls. Mural
artist Alma Espiritu was commissioned by Jerry Grudzen,
owner of the Phoenix, to handpaint and reflect the cultural
diversity that is flourishing in
San Jose, as it was back then.
In 1926, when the Phoenix
Jazz Club building was constructed, San Jose was thriving.
Back then, the area, mainly
streets adjacent to South First,
was the cultural center of the
community. Now, Grudzen
wants to bring that same
vibrant spirit into the Phoenix.
’There’s a poverty of spirit
that we have in our country
today and we need to build
world culture based upon the
diversity here in San Jose,"
Grudzen says.
There is a real diversity
interacting in downtown and
music reflects all of that heritage," Grudzen says. ’Jazz is a
universal idiom and it’s such a
part of our national identity."
As a hub for downtown
socialites, the Phoenix is not
only a place where people can
listen to music and be enter -

Madesto Brisno, left, of the Madesto Brisno Quintet played at the opening of the Phoenix Jazz
Club in downtown San Jose. He comes from a long line of local musicians.
tamed, but also where ideas and
concepts can be exchanged.
wish there were more
places like this. There’s no pressure and it’s very relaxing,"
SJSU alumnus Mike Shintaku
says.
The Phoenix began its new
jazz series Sept. I and continues
to entice passers-by, Cohen says.
Customers either come by wordof-mouth because of the specials

offered, or by the magnetism of
overhearing live jazz.
Jazz At Five, a new concept
originated by Cohen, takes place
every Wednesday through
Friday. There is no cover
charge, only 50 cent draft beers
until 10 p.m. as well as a free
buffet catered by Rickabees
BBQ and Mexico Lindo. Plus,
the Phoenix Jazz Trio along
with BAJA (Bay Area Jazz

Alliance) all add up to fun and
excitement. On Sept. 22, the
Phoenix will feature jazz guitar
wizard Tim Volpicella and his
quartet.
Salsa Saturdays sizzle as
Phoenix showcases Latin music
and dancing. Latin enthusiasts,
Latin disco/rock DJ Jose
Dominque lakes control every
Friday through Sunday from 9
p.m. to 2 a.m.
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can listen to live music outside
every Sunday from 4:00.8:00p.m. and

320z. Solloorter Margaritas and enioy

Dos Locos Cantina, Inside the Pavilion 408-993,03616

Phoenix Jazz Club owner Sammy Cohen says his club features
local jazz talent and caters to all ages.
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It still hurts to look at his picture.
really good friend of mine named Carl was shot
and killed last year. It was unsettling. It left a kind of
nauseating emptiness.
So I had some trepidation in approaching SJSU religious studies Professor Ken Kramer. lie is a death specialist.
But unlike Jack Kevorkian, Kramer is concerned
primarily with the symbolism that makes death
approachable.
His 1993 book, ’Death
Dreams (Paulist Press), portrays death as a symbol of
change rather than finality
as
manifest in religion, literature and in dreams.
Possibly the most stirring
anecdote in the book is the
death experience of Kramer’s
friend Merle, a cancer sufferer
who was one of the few people I’ve encountered who was looking forward to
dying," he says.
A week before her death, Merle and Kramer talked
of trying to ’open up the subject of death and dying for
Westerners.’
Kramer says we live in a society that is geared
increasingly toward the avoidance of death. Where once
many turned to religion for answers and assurance, now
there is mostly apathy.
"Religious answers to the threat (death) poses are
often inaccessible, or have atrophied," writes Kramer,
who calls himself an ’inter-religious Catholic’ who is
"spiritually, a Buddhist. ("Divinity is empty for the
Buddhist," he explains. Catholicism is a ritual Kramer
sometimes finds lacking in spirituality.)
Kramer subscribes to the late mythologist Joseph
Campbell’s assertion that myths are the dreams of the
whole society and dreams are individual myths.
He says dreams are the most readily attainable
access to the unconscious, the home of our most honest
feelings and instincts about death. The unconscious
mind is the domain in which unadulterated expressions
of the death instinct can be seen,’ Kramer writes; after
all, who wants a nightmare?’
It is this honesty that engenders genuine answers.
Kramer says.
So Kramer tells Merle we should approach the subject of death through dreams. Merle then describes the
imagery of her dream of the previous night:
am in a very large, inelegant drawing room with

much furniture and insignificant individuals ... The picture was alive with visual life. I recognized it. I became
it.
The next picture was of an airplane over the Bay
Area over my house, hovering, energized. I was all of
the energy of these pictures, every animate and inanimate object in the picture. It was utterly, palpably the
life energy called ’us,’ and I knew I was going to die
into ’us,’ or live into ’us.’ "
Death in dreams isn’t
merely obliteration; it portends the birth of a post death identity, Kramer says.
He uses the Polly
Klaas killing to illustrate:
Some death is
unnecessary, yet even then
Kramer
Ken
truth, goodness and beauty
SJSU religious
can emerge ... it’s not our
studies professor
daughter, yet we grieve
intensely it overwhelms
us and releases something positive in us,’ Kramer says.
In our society, willing confrontation with death is
rare Kramer says our identification with Polly Klaas and
her family "speaks to the level of denial" we maintain in
our awn lives and families.
Denial of death, while culturally reinforced, lives
also in our genetic code.
’We’re genetically programmed to survive. It’s
instinctual the continuance of the species, of the
individual organism."
In addition to physical death, Kramer says, there is
’spiritual death," which he likens to what is known in
Buddhism as "Moksha," or the "Great Death." Here,
through the elimination of desire, the self is liberated to
the universal truth: nothing is everything, annihilation is
birth, opposites are one.
One force that can separate a seeker from the Great
Death is fear of the unknown. (Kramer says the thing he
likes most about death is the ’as-yet-unknawness" of it.)
This fear can manifest itself in dreams as the threat of
death.
encourage my students to face their nemeses in
their dreams,’ he says.
To encourage dreams to reveal remedies for imbalances, Kramer advises ’seeding" dreams: writing specific questions for the unconscious before sleep.
If grief is the situation, I might ask my dreams,
’what does grief have to teach’ I’ve never had a dream
that didn’t shed light on such a question in some way,"
he says.

’You have to
die to receive the
gift of life.’
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Answers won’t be ’automatically clear."
The process is: conscious question, unconscious
we have to look specifically for clues or symanswer
bols representing our answers," he says.
As an example, he tells of how he came up with the
subtitle of his book: ’Unveiling Mysteries of the
Unconscious Mind’ after his publisher rejected an earlier
version.
After writing down his question, he dreamed about
his youngest daughter showing off a new Halloween
costume.
"I said, ’What does this have to do with my book"
But then a friend told me, obviously, the dream was saying I should ask my youngest daughter. I usually don’t
go to her on intellectual matters, but we worked out
what she called a ’perfect’ subtitle,’ he says. His publisher, who had rejected an earlier slogan, liked it.
Stanford dream researcher Stephen LaBerge,
founder of the Lucidity Institute in Palo Alto, agrees
that "there’s something to the idea’ of seeding.
"There’s a very long history of this sort of thing. In
the ancient world, the technique was used in healing ..
it is not that the dream is trying to answer your questions it is your concern that becomes one of the
things that goes into making up your dream," he says.

If grief is the
situation, l might
ask my dreams,
"what does grief
have to teach?"
I’ve never had a
dream that didn’t
shed light on
such a question
in some way.’
Ken Kramer
SJSU religious
studies professor

I asked LaBerge if he had
encountered transformational
death dreams in his subjects.
Rather than discuss others’
dreams, he simply says. "I’ve
had one or two (death dreams)
myself that have been quite
transformative.’
Of course Kramer, the
author of a book on death
dreams, has had a few as well.
On Christmas morning a
few years back, the lanky professor lay dreaming that ’banditos were chasing me. I was
scared. Suddenly, I stopped
and turned around and said,
’Why don’t you just shoot
me?’
"The bandit raised a
golden pistol, which caught
and reflected a beam of sunlight, and then he shot me.’
For Kramer, the golden
light was a life -delivering
epiphany.
’You have to die to
receive the gift of life," he
says.
Kramer’s understanding of
death-as-transformation led mc
to less fearful thinking, though
the fear returns sometimes
when I think of Carl.
The alchemists said: ’As
above, so below:" there is no
absolute distinction between
states of existence they are
all one in the end. Our separation of death and life is artificial and illusory. We need not
run.
By confronting death in
dreams and confronting our
"dark side,’ we can become
something more something
stronger, more integrated and
whole.
I tell Kramer about a
dream I had during the weeks
between our interviews. In it,

my grandfather, who died an alcoholic
death, returns to my family home. He simply
stands in the doorway, unmoving, young
and disheveled, looking miserable.
Kramer tells me he believes problems
we face in life may stay with us on the other
side.
’We have the opportunity to work
through our problems just like in life.’
Kramer tells me my grandfather may be
trying to contact me so that I can let him

know what it took for me to get unstuck
from my own alcoholism.
Kramer seems to have a pretty clear
conception of an afterlife and I wanted to
know more.
Since the start of history at least, man
has thought of sleep as an analogy for
death. In neither state are we conscious, yet
sleep is enlivened by dreams, even for those
who can’t recall them.
’The dream state is a paradigm for the
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afterlife state, says Kramer. As in dreams,
your after-life form ’is substanceless form,
like a hologram.’
I thought of something LaBerge told me:
’Our consciousness is a simulation based on
incomplete data gathered by the sense
organs and processed by the mind. The
same is true of dreams.’
I would like to dream of my friend Carl.
If I do, I have promised not to tell myself,
’It’s just a dream.’
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Flavorof
Flamenco
text by Lind) initter
photos by Jeremy Hogan

tarists performing together on
stage) who wake up to a jam
session.
The Flamenco Society
started as small intimate gatherings that people seemed to
enjoy attending.
’Music is the link to culture. Flamenco music keeps the

Throw in a dash of baile
(dance), a quart of cantaores
(singers), include a tocaor
(player) and wake up with a
juerga (jam session).
It may sound like a
Spanish drink, but it’s really
members of a cuadro, (flamenco dancers, singers and gui-

We buy, sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs.

Flamenco member Michael Chen plays an Alvarez classical guitar during a performance at Cafe
Quinn in Cupertino. He has been playing for five years and has been in the group for a year.
culture and art of Spain alive,’
says 50-year-old Lydia
Robirosa, who has been on
stage as a Flamenco dancer
since she was four.
About I/ years ago, Anita
Sheer began the Flamenco
Society in Northern
California and by
1986 it became a
nonprofit organization that is
involved in community service and
outreach. The
organization provides free concerts
for elementary
school children and senior citizens who are in centers, Sheer
says.
Like jazz, Flamenco is a
form of music originating in
the Southern province of
Spain, says Lai-chin Lo, a guitarist in "Ritmos de Flamenco."
According to the authors of
"Flamenco, Body and Soul,"
the Spanish Gypsies provided
listeners with a special musical

sound. In homes, jails, bars and
even caves the Cante Flamenco
emerged.
Juergas or jam sessions are
huge parties in Spain where
dancers, singers and guitarists
get together to celebrate life

ing president of the Flamenco
Society until she became artistic director for them.
The Society is a major
force in staging great events
around the Bay Area. Jose
Greco, Carlos Montoya and
Juan Serrano are
just a few Flamenco
artists that have
been seen in concert in the Bay
Area.
Sheer has
taught many musiand dancer
cians over the
years, including six
former students
who have formed a group on
their own called ’Ramos de
Flamenco." She is definitely
proud of all her students but is
*doubly proud" of ’Ramos"
because they went out on their
own to form their group, she
says.
You can hear "Ritmos de
Flamenco every Sunday night
at Cafe Quinn located across
from De Anza College in The
Oaks Shopping Center.
The group will also play at
this year’s third annual SoFA
Street Fair Sunday Sept. 18,
from noon to 9 p.m. This free
event will feature the funky
and creative spirit of downtown San Jose on South First
Street, between San Carlos and
Reed streets.

"Flamenco music keeps the
culture and art of Spain
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Lydia Robirosa
Flamenco percussionist

and passion from about midnight to 7 a.m.
Anita Sheer, the only student of Carlos Montoya, who is
one of the pioneers of flamenco guitar, began the first flamenco class in the United
States so students could earn
college credit. Sheer graduated
from SJSU with a master’s
degree in music.
Sheer became the first act

World’s Longest
Happy Hour
8 pm - 10 pm
EVFR1 NIGHT

I$ 1.00 Well Drinka

$

2.00 CI

eeer

LIVE MUSIC
163 W,

Santa Clara St
Membership is open to
anyone who is interested in
signing up for the Flamenco
Society (408) 971.8468.

Laurie Robirosa sings "Montana" by the Gypsy Kings during the
six member "Ritmos de Flamenco" performance at the Cafe
Quinn. She has been playing for two years and has been in the
group for a year.
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STREET FAIR 94

The SoFA Street Fair will
bring together a mix of live
music, performing arts, food,
children’s activities and dancing on the streets. The affair
will have continuous live
entertainment throughout
the day with three stages
including a rock stage, a
dance stage and an art stage.

Rock Stage
Odd Numbers
Salmon
Congo Squares
MIRV
The Alley Boys
Gigolo Ants

Arts Stage
The Matisse Poets
C.C.K.F.A.
Mr. Miraculous
The Ajax Poets
Arte Flamenco
The F/)( Players
Made Sukerti Berg
Comedy Sportz
Los Mestizos
Flamenco Society
Damon
Comedy Kitchen
Dance

With a name like the
Gigolo Aunts, I expected a
punk thrash band, or a Jesus
and Mary Chain -like group,
more concerned with distortion than anything else. In fact,
the introduction to the first
cut, "Cope," begins with a little feedback and sporadic
drumming. It didn’t take long
for that to change.
The Gigolo Aunts, singer
Dave Gribbs, drummer Paul
Brouwer, guitarist Phil Hurley
and bassist Steve Hurley, do
pack a punch, but it comes
with a twist of harmony.
OK, so these guys aren’t
the most original-sounding
band. Coming from Boston,
home to alternative stars Evan
Dando of the Lemonheads and
Juliana Hatfield, it is easy to
hear the similarities in style.
Even though critics say the
Aunts don’t appear to have
their own original sound, it
doesn’t seem to bother Gribbs.
"Rock is at an age where
most everything has been
done. The best thing we could
do is find what we love and
give it our own view," he said
in a Mean Street magazine
interview. "I’m a hook guy. I
like to hear a song with a good
hook."

OOD

And the Aunts deliver
hooks on all 11 tracks of their
new album, "Flippin’ Out,"
their second release in eight
years. Despite the lengthy
interval, it’s obvious they were
working on their craft.
At times they sound like
Teenage Fanclub, fun grunge
with a harmony-layered undertone, as is the case on "Ride
On Baby Ride On," "Where I
Find My Heaven" and "Gun,"
a song about the right to bear
arms. Then they reverse modes
with the Elvis Costello influenced "Mrs. Washington,"
which is reminiscent of a darker "Everday I Write the Book."
The album ends on the title
song, a simplistic ballad in the
style of Radiohead’s "Creep,"
minus the jagged guitar
crunch.
The second track, "Lemon
Peeler," is a good example of
Gigolo Aunts’ ability to make
their songs sound the same yet
completely different. What
starts out like Cheap Trick with
the drive of Pearl Jam, changes
midstream to the acoustic
beauty of the Lemon heads
So far, only "Cope,"
where Gibbs’ voice goes from
a Michael Stipe (REM.) warble
to generic rock crooner, and

the Rembrandts-like "Bloom,"
have made it onto Live 105,
but it shouldn’t take long for
more of the songs to get
there.
I only hope the band won’t
wait as long as to put out their
next album, because this one is
a treat. If this is a sign of
things to come, these guys
should be big. For now, go buy
"Flippin’ Out" and you’ll be
flippin’ out when you find
yourself whistling the
melodies.

text uy

Chris McCrellis-Mitchell
In April, the Gigolo Aunts
finished touring Britain,
Scotland and Ireland supporting the Wonderstuff and
began a U.S. tour, supporting
Love Spit Love in May.
They will be one of the
many performers at the SoFA
Street Fair, on Sept. 18, in San
Jose. They will also play in San
Francisco at Slim’s on Sept. 27.
Go see them.
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Stage
Renegades
Dance Unlimited
Phaze II
Dance Fit
Barbara Delaney
Dancers
Bad Boy Jesse
Harry Who
Chris Campos/Greg
Lopez
Hot 97.7 Track Act
or Jack De La Rosa
Billy Jazz
Rick Preston
DJ Spun
The FIX Players
Julius Papp
Frankte
Richard G.
King Raffi
Jozelle Cox

YOUR
TAILS
OFF
(OFFER INCLUDES: YODELING, NON-STOP GIGGLING, ELVIS IMPERSONATING,
BEER GARGLING & STARING BLANKLY OFFSTAGE AT YOUR BUDDIES)
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KARAOKE I3AR
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A
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The Last- km_ary Bttowil Ht’4t
text by
There weren’t any swaying
beams of light illuminating the
skies or limousines pulling up
outside the San Jose Stage
Compan).
But once inside, there was
good drama and social realism
skillfully linked with humor.
It was Teatro Vision’s
Northern California Premiere
drama of The Last Angry
Brown Flat."
Playwright Alfredo Ramos
guides constant waves of sorrow and humor, which keep
the audience enthralled by this
one-act play. Much of the
humor comes from the language used by the Chicano
community, a mixture of
Spanish, Cabo (a street Ian-

guage used by Chicanos) and
English.
Ramos says he literally
graphed the ups and downs
between the humor and sorrow
in the play.
They (the ups ad downs)
are the vicissitudes of life.
Nothing is really happy.
Nothing is very sad. It’s just a
symbol of lives; otherwise we
wouldn’t know what was good.
We wouldn’t know what was
bad. It defines us," Ramos says.
In The Last Angry Brown
Hat," four men reunite after 10
years to mourn the death of a
comrade and discover they are
not the same people they once
were. Society has dramatically
changed them.

SPIKE & MIKE’Ssr"

FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION R
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT SEPT. 16 TO SEPT. 29 ONLY

They are all different from
the days of the Chicano
Movement in the ’60s and ’70s,
all except Willie the angry
brown hat.
The scene takes place in a
garage in East Los Angeles.
’The walls are covered with
banners and posters from the
Chicano Movement and memorabilia from the ’60s and ’70s.
A couch and recliner covered with vivid colored blankets sit in the foreground. The
garage was once the meeting
place for their chapter of the
Brown Berets, the MexicanAmerican equivalent of the
Black Panthers.
After the funeral of their
comrade Frankie, the four men
Willie, Rude Boy, _low and
reminisce about their
Louie
militant days. As the night progresses, Willie refuses to let go
of the anger he acquired from
his involvement in the Chicano
Movement. He accuses his
comrades of selling out.

The four men try to understand each other. Each is given
the spotlight where they release
their anger, which has been
building up throughout the
years.
One of the men, Vietnam
veteran Rude Boy, who became
addicted to drugs while in
Vietnam, bitterly grieves his
friend, who died in his arms
after half of his body was
blown away. Rude Boy felt they
had no business being in
Vienam.
JoJo, who was fortunate to
attend Harvard College,
recalled the poor relationship
with his father and the discrimination he suffered as a
Chicano while in college.
Louie announces he is gay.
He tells his comrades when he
discovered his sexuality and
how glad he was when he finally admitted it to himself and to
others.
Willie tells his comrades
how he discovered his wife was

See Oscar
Winner
"Mona Lisa
Descending
A Staircase"
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nominees.
19 films
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featuring animation
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the world.
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* * * [ out of four ]
Starring: Felipe Rodriguez,
Cesar Flores, David Termenal
and Tony Cuevas
Playwright Alfredo Ramos
Director Denis Marks
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having an affair with their
friend, Frankie. He explains
how he sought out to kill him.
When he finally found Frankic,
he was dead from an overdose
on heroin.
Through all the emotional
release, the commitment they
once had for the Brown Beret
and the Chicano Movement is
being constantly questioned by
Willie.
The play is not just about
the Brown Berets. It is about
the people who were once
committed to the Chicano
Movement.
’It’s a think piece. I’m asking the audience to think, to
analyze. I’m asking those who
did sell out, who are no longer
involved to in the movement to
re-evaluate their lack of commitment, Ramos says. ’What
I’m doing is sticking a mirror
in the front of their face (those
that where once committed to
Chicano Movement) and asking
them to see their reflection."
Director Denis Marks does
a great job of directing this
play. The actors also give a
great performance, including
SJSU graduate Tony Cuevas,
who plays JoJo.
Other SJSU students
involved in the production are
Dianne Vega, who is the production coordinator and the
stage manger as well as Maria
Tonia Bandes, who is in charge
of sound design.
The play is definitely
worth the time and money to
see.

REVIEW

,

Fri: 5.20, 740 & 9:55 Sat & Sun: 3:10, 5.20, 7:40 & 9:55
Mon-Thurs: 740 & 9:55 Free Parking Across Street

Andy Barron

publicity photo
"The Last Angry Brown Hat" cast: [clockwise from top] Felipe
Rodriguez as Louie, Cesar Flores as Willie, David Termenal as
Rude Boy and Tony Cuevas as JoJo.

San Jose Stage Company,
490 S. First St. Students $10
and seniors $8.
Performances are scheduled for tonight and Friday at
8 p.m. and on Saturday at 2
p.m. and again at 8 p.m.

Build lt And Good Dreams Will Come

text by
Joanne Griffith Domingue
photos by
John Stubler

Christina Gutierrez of the Pavilion shop, Americas, handcrafts a dream catcher using a brass ring,
leather and sinew (cow tendons). It takes her about 45 minutes to an hour to make the ornament.
You’re snuggled in bed, cocooned
inside your comforter, dreaming beautiful
dreams and the alarm goes off.
Then, in a flash, in one moment, the
dreams are gone.
Have you considered a dream catcher? They retrieve the good dreams and
banish the bad. Dream catchers, an
American Indian craft, look a little like a

The popularity of dream catchers has
reached all different markets including
the jewelry business. Earings and necklaces made from silver, wire and beads
are a common item.

small tennis racket, festooned with feathers and beads and can hang above your
bed. The center of the catcher is woven
into a web with leather sinew, thread or
string.
’Good dreams, thought to be smooth,
slide through the holes in the web and
float down gently to you along the feathers,’ says Jeanne M. Segura of the
American Indian Center on the Alameda
in San Jose. ‘Bad dreams have sharp
edges and get caught in the web.’
Art history Professor David Hatch
says, "Many tribes claim to be the originator of dream catchers, but I could never
anchor it to a particular group.
’They are also called spirit catchers,’
Hatch says. ’Dreams in many primal cultures are anything in the past. Dream
time is the time from the past."
’The name is so charming, seductive,
so sweetly poetic,’ Hatch muses. ’And
yet a dream catcher is utterly impractical.
It couldn’t even double as a broom. But it
helps me feel I can sweep back my ancestors and memories from the past.’
Maybe this accounts for the current
popularity of dream catchers. They connect people to their dreams and their spiritual side.
in the Navajo and Pueblo cultures,
everything is a spirit,’ history Professor
Stanley Underdal says. ’Dreams are seen
as ancestors with messages.’
When craftswoman Janet DeVore creates her dream catchers, she makes each
center web unique.

’I spin them the way I believe, out of
my own heart,’ DeVore says. ’Sometimes
I add a fetish, a power object which
becomes a center power point.’
Half-inch brass fairies and brass
eagles are popular fetishes. In a customordered dream catcher for a child, she put
the cartoon character Minnie Mouse in the
center.
Christina Gutierrez, who makes dream
catchers for Americas, a store in The
Pavilion Shops, chooses fluffy white feathers, pink beads, white ribbons and leather
for small three-inch catchers she makes
for infants.
"Dream catchers sift out nightmares
when they hang beside a baby’s bed,"
Gutierrez says.
Feathers, leather and beads decorate
the catchers. They come in all sizes, from
one-inch key rings and sterling silver earrings to 18-inch custom hoops to hang on
a wall.
Prices range from a few dollars to
several hundred dollars. The most popular
sizes are three inches for a child’s bed or
a student’s desk and the five- or six-inch
catchers for a bedside.
Gutierrez and DeVore sell their dream
catchers as fast as they can make them.
But they seem to be more than a fad.
’People grab when it’s a fad,’ DeVore
says. ’People touch dream catchers carefully and gently.’
"To catch a dream is very romantic,"
Hatch says. ’It appeals to all of us who
are dreamers.’
September 15 - 21, 1994

WHERE TO CATCH
A DREAM CATCHER
here’s a list of places to buy
dream catchers. They are in shops
or available directly from the
craftsperson. Craft shows may also
be a source of dream catchers.
I. American Indian Center, 919
the Alameda, 727-4336; Jeanne M.
Segura, by appointment.
2. Americas, The Pavilion
Shops, San Jose, 977-0963.
Christina Gutierrez works here and
makes catchers in the shop.
3. Beaded Bear, 379-8647; Sig
Wynne-Evans, Los Gatos, by
appointment.
4. Janet DeVore, 378-2265;
Campbell, by appointment.
5. San Jose Museum of Art
Gift Shop, 110 S. Market St., 2942787. They carry kits to make your
awn catchers as well as completed
catchers by Janet DeVore.
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It finally happened last week. The California state lottery
jackpot climbed to $30 million and I won.
Well, no, I didn’t win all 30 big ones. I won $5. But that
"fin" (slang for a five spot) was a moral victory for me. It was
the first time I had ever won
anything since capturing the
and little Javier didn’t have to sell
blue ribbon in a fire prevention
blood down at the "Y" to pay for his
poster contest in third grade.
school uniform. I figured my weekly
When it was first
fiver would go a long way.
announced that our Golden
Only recently have I found out the
State would start holding a lotmoney isn’t going as far as I thought it
tery, I was ecstatic. I figured all I
was. As soon as the schools started
had to do was pick six of my
seeing the money trickle in, state fundfavorite numbers between one
ing for schools was cut to match
and 49 and I could retire. I
money gained from sponsored gamwouldn’t have to go to college. I bling.
And
job.
have
to
get
a
wouldn’t
I guess the only real way to get
I wouldn’t ever have to worry
the money to the children is to stand
about being lonely on a
on a street corner and hand it out to
Saturday night again.
them directly. This cuts out the middle
I plunked down a "sawman, but for some reason I think there
buck" (slang for $10) on the
could be something illegal about just
counter at the liquor store and
giving money away to kids. They might
went home with what I thought
end up using it to buy ammo for the
were the winning numbers.
guns they take into the classrooms.
The next morning, I waited
A lot has changed since I first
for the media to knock on my
started playing the lottery scratchers
door, hand me a bouquet of
several years ago. There are now sevroses and a tiara and ask me,
eral different ways to blow your hard"What do you plan on doing
earned cash. There’s Keno, a mysteriwith all that money?". I was
ous numbers game grandparents play
quite prepared to tell the world I hourly. There’s Decco, a numbers
would end hunger, shelter the
game mixed with the stirring excitehomeless and bring peace to
ment of solitaire. And there’s even a
warring nations after my trip to
game called Fantasy Five. I guess the
Disneyland.
real fantasy for all of these games is
Imagine my dismay when I
that you at least get your investment
not only didn’t win, but I had to
back.
cancel the order for the Ferrari I
I think the biggest challenge came
had put on layaway.
when the rules changed from picking
But I wasn’t so disappointed six numbers out of 49 to picking six
that I would never play again.
out of 51 for the Super Lotto. Logic
Au contraire, I have played
tells me that adding two numbers
almost religiously since it began.
wouldn’t make it that much harder to
I do it for the kids.
win. But in practice I think it means
When the lottery was instithat I still have a better chance of
tuted, we were told proceeds
being selected as Cindy Crawford’s
from the sale of tickets would
running mate for the 1996 presidential
be spent enhancing the educaelections.
tion of children in our public
Even though I haven’t won the big
of
schools. Out of my sense
money yet on the lotto, I think it’s only
public duty. I felt I was doing my a matter of time. I’ll keep running my
see to it that little Billy
favorite numbers. I’ll lay down five
ks, little Maria got lunch bucks every Wednesday and Saturday.
And I’ll keep my crayons ready just in
case someone needs another fire prevention poster.
September 15 - 11,1994

FREE TACO
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Jet Li in SWORDSMAN II
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CHOOSE Of

"coupon is required"
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L

expires 9/23/94,

CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

1

OPEN DAILY
11:30- 9:00pm

294-3303 or 998-9427

0

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

I I
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WE’RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU -

OverFee-CTLhrimedit
Fee
PaLatyment

WE’RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU IN
MORE WAYS THAN ANY OTHER CARD.
forPurchases

Cthe
MetoBamplaunthicgode
of

No other credit Lai La protects
Lollege students in as many
CharFMiinaimnucgme
BaPf
on
ulrachnacses Visa’ or MasterCard, That’s
LoGrace
ways as the Citibank Classic
for
RPerepayeiroendt
why, hands down, its the most Annual
Feepopular credit card among
,,1,..,
" your Citibank Classic card, you can:
PAY NO ANNUAL FEE. And you’ll also have a
. triable interest rate.
SEE THE WORLD AND SAVE. Your Citibank Classic
IRatVnaforimabetlion
airline,
to $20 off domestic flights on RatAnnualPany
ercenteagse
. time you fly and $50 off international flights:
’ e magazines. music and clothing
LOSE IT, AND ALL IS NOT LOST. With
The Lost Wallet- Service, you can get emergency cash,-lin 24 hours and help replacing
a new card usuall,
import ir I don unit
GET THE BEST PRICE, EVERY TIME. Citibank
Price Protection assures you will pay the lowest prices around
on many purchases you make with your Citibank card.’
BE PROTECTED BY YOUR FACE. The Photocard
option, gives you added security from theft by putting your
picture and signature permanently on the front of your card.

GET INSTANT CASH. In emergencies, you can use
,’our
to ;e.: Lash at over 170,000 ATMs and
over 220,000 financial institutions worldwide.
WRITE YOUR OWN TICKET. There’s no cosigner or
minimum income required. In fact, all you need is a photocopy
of your current validated student ID.
To apply for a Citibank Classic Visa or MasterCard.
simply fill out and mail the attached application. Then relax.
Because the credit card company that looks out for more
students than any other will be looking out for you, too.
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